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INTRODUCTION.
Foreign

Mini~ter

of Austria from Wagram (1809)

to the March days of uForty-.l:!!ight,u president of the
Congress of Vienna (1814-S-) and o:t: those lesser congresses
of Troppa.u,(1820) Laibach (182I) and Verona (1822), Metternich enjoyed a long and conspicuous position in European
politics, a position enhanced to a great degree by Austria 1 s
peculiar situativ:n in @ermany and Italy.
movements of the

i'irs~

half _of

th~

All the great

nineteenth centurYjwhe-cher,

they were popula.r or reactionary, crossed his path, sometimes .

to join it ·for a short distance, sometimes to follow its
general cou.rse and often to strike it at right angles.
Bonapartism and its aftermath, German Nationalism and
Italianism, liberalism, and constitutionalism were the
most s-ignificant, but not at all the only fo1Pees,vw:Lth which
h~

was concerned.

Robert Owen

di~

not despair of winning

Metternich to the ranks of socialism, 1 but it was the wildest
of his dreams.

Indeed it is difficult to imagine how Owen

expected to find sympathy from the .man who fought nthe Revolution" in 1820, in 1830 and in 1848.
Stranger still is the paradox that Metternich who
detested the doctrinaires, both Ultras and RadicalsJacquired,
partly in truth and partly in errorJthe reputation of both a.
tyrant and a doctrinaire.

He

is usually depicted by writers

2 •.

- learned and otherwise - as the archetype of reaction,
the antipodes of progress.
The strangest achievement of the great majority
who have written about Metternich is to name the
1815 to 1830 to 1848 after him.

2

pei~od

In fact history is

perverted by the legend of Metternich dominating his age·of a Metternichian era.

Therefore a critical examination

of this· myth is the purpose· of this study.

A typical statement of the Metternichian Legend is
that by which Edmund Maurice introduces his Revolutionary
Movements of 1848-9:

"In the year 1814 Napoleon Bonaparte

ceased to reign over Europe, and after a very short interregnwn, Clement Metternich reigned. in his stead.

Francis

of Austria, though in.agreement with Metternich was really
his hand rather than his head; and thus the crafty minister
easily assumed the real headship of Europe, while professing to be the servant of the Emperor of Austria." 3
The origins of the legend of a Metternichian era
are not obscure.

His enemies, the Liberals, hated him,

and unconsciously exaggerated his importance, for it offered
something tangible at which to strike.

His friends the

Conservatives were eager to give credit to his supposed
position, but their efforts have not been so important,

3.

because most of the histories (in_Amer.ica) have been
written by Liberals.

Then, too, Metternich himself is

as much to blame for the Legend as any one.
which pervades his Memoirs

His vanity,

and distorts the truth, causes

his own writings to give a false conception of his position.
His son, likewise, in his

introductio~

to the Memoirs,

appearing in 1881, perpetuates the idea of a Metternichian
era.

"The reader will in this work hear the voice which

once made itself heard in all the courts and cabinets of
Europe, and see the man who had the honor of leading for
many years the Conservative party of the Austrian Empire ••••
The reader must not expect from the Chancellor's son a
history of this pe.riod nor a picture of the· terrible wars "
or of the long era of peace which followed them, an era
which, ambitious as it may sound, bears the name of the
illustrious Chancellor." 4
These conceptions have been taken over and amplified
by later historians and biographers.

One of the most

notorious factors in the development of the historical
misconception of Metternich has been the

P_russi~

school

of historians as represented, not by Ranke but by von.
Syb~l

and Treitschke.

Of all the writers the Prussians

had ulterior na.tionalistic mo:ti ves.

By debasing Metter-

nich they hoped to glorify Prussia, for they were making

4.

Von Sybel confessed,

history by their own writings.

"I· am four-sevenths politician and three-sevenths
5

professor. u,

Treitschke was one hundred per cent Prussian;

far from being impersonal in his bitter criticism of Metternich he actually wrote _his Germe..n history with hatred of
the dead in.his heart. 6
G. P. Gooch, in History' and
Historians Of the Nineteenth Century says Of Treitschke:
"He spoke of Frederick William III like a courtier and of
rulers like a republican.u

7

The Metternichian Legend

has come dovm also in the biographies by Malleson (1888)
and by Mozade (1889), the tenor of whose book is indicated
by its very title - A Chancellor of the Old Regime.

It is

kept alive by Paleologue in his Romantisme et Diplomatie,
by Strobl in his

"M.§..:t~. e rni ch;~

,

and by ere s son in his

Diplomatic Portraits.
Fortunately some critical historians no longer
accept the story of the Metternichian era at face value.
Besides Sandeman' s rather inaccurate ttLife of Metternich1~ 8
there are the contributions of W. Alison, Philipps in the
Cambridge Modern History and his Confederation of

Europe~

'

C. K. Webster in his Congress of Vienna anahis Foreign
noln.ht-y tho~ of
Policy of Castlereagh and~Heinrich von Srbik.
These have
all broken with the traditional narrative in many details,
but no one has as yet definitely exposed the myth of a
Metternichian Era.

5.

Most stimulating f'or the study of Metternich is
the present controversy between two distinguished professors of the .University of Vienna, Srbik and Bibl.
The occasion for the controversy has been the opening of'
the State Archives of Vienna after 1918.

Dr. Victor

Bibl published his Zufall Osterreichs in two volumes,
appearing successively in 1922 and 1924, placing the
responsibility for the misfortunes of the Austrian
Empire in 1918 upon Metternich.

His argument is quite

far-fetched: the system of Francis Joseph was a continuation
of Metternich's, and the failure of Metternich to reform
Austria was accordingly the principal cause Of her collapse
in 1918.
Srbik, who did not share Bibl's rash judgment
published his "Metternich, der Staausmann und der Mensch"
in two volumes in 1925.

It is the most exhaustive and

most complete biography that has appeared and by far the
.

most significant.

9

In many respects it ·is a psychological

study, combining the analysis of the."new biography 11 .with
,·

a sound historical view point and accuracy.

Srbik's

purpose was simply "to understand" Metternich.
condemns

no~praises,

11'.e neither

but explains by attempting to tell

Metternich's ovm ideas.

In many

respe~ts

Metternich is

placed in a new and far more favorable light, particularly

his affable and ,delightful· personality .•
cannot. be

consider~d ... tc:>

.be presenting. an !•apologytl in" the
Far from

derogatory sense ,into which t}:ie word. has· fallen.
tryi~g

to cover up

Mett~:rnich'

poses many, that were,1?-0P

s faults and .misdeeds h'e ex- ,

gener~lly:kllo~,bef'ore

such as

the expulsiqn .of the Zillerthaler Inklina.ntel'l in 1837 in
violation of the article on

r~ligious

German Bundesact of 1815 which
, ,wri tten. 10

toleration of the

Metternich.hims~lf ~ad

.,,

Three years later (1928) Bibl answered Srbik with
a volume entitled Metternick in neu.er
repeats and enlarges .upon the
Der Zufall Oesterreichs.

id~as

Beleuchtung~

which

of.the earlier work,

The first part is devoted ,to

, int~~.pretation: · . the second contains ,a. collection of letters
from Metternictil to Count Wrede,, ,,trie ,Bavarian, dating from
,1831. to 1834.

, These newly

Metternich _at a. period in

discov~red

letters

rev~al

was, ·employing the most
~eactionary measures .or· his whole career. 10
It:dpes not
whic~. ~.e

follow,, surely, that Metternich

w~s. '9:

reactionary ipso

facto, yet Bibl is prone to ,judge Metternicn.primarily
on the basis of his actions of -1831-lB.34, when .he. was at
his worst.

. The judgement of ~rbik makes Metternick a
uhoch knnservatif" 11 ; that of :Sibl makes him a reactionary. 12

Both fail to see any marked change in Metternicl1 hims,elf.
Srbik himself is a conservative and a member of the nobility,

7.

1

where.as Bibl is a thorough going radical.

what the liberals
\

time were, the Bolsheviks represent today,
14
.
Srbik, also, alludes to the
is Bibl's declaration.

of

M~tterni.bh:'s

same controversy of the present time, and asks if Metternich
. 15
.
'the;
.
.
was right, that Liberalism is onl~"\C?utside of radicalism.
Both Bibl and Srbik find inspiration in Goethe.
In the upper right hand corner of page one of ·
Bibl's uMetternich 41 is his motto .and the source of his
theory) the words o.f Goethe to EckermannJ 4 Jan. 1824 J "I
was completely convinced that a great revolution is never the
Revolutions

fault of the people but of the Government.
a~e

altogether impossible, so long as the

continually just and
"~eitgemasse

continu~lly

verbesserungentt.

16

gov~rnments

ar~

awake to prevent them by
At the very end of his

last volume, Srbik in his chapter entitled ttAussicht",
after alluding to Leninism to which democracy tends, quotes
Goethe:

"Far better is it for men to limit themselves

never becomes
old and wise, it remains forever foolish. 017
to be:i.ng children.

Only believe a

peop~e

In as much as the works of Bibliand Srbik are
tinged with partisan bias, both fail to
position of Metternj_ch.

underst~md

the

8.

CHAPTER.I - METTERNICH - THE MAN.
Part I. His Life.
"Metternich," says Sandeman, "was the high priest
..

1

of the Eighteenth Century·tradition.u

A child of the

Aufklanttng, he was one of the few who· represented it in
the Nineteenth Century - whose Zeitgeist, as it found
expression in the. more impulsive movements of the time,
he could approach only in moderation.

Temperamentally

a.lien to his century he was also by birth alien to
Austria, where his public career was spent.

Never was

he affected with sentiment .for his adopted land, or for
the city of ViB.!l!la.

The Rhineland was his motherland;

there were the scenes most dear to hmm; there the days of
his

chi~dhood

were passed.

old did he visit Vienna.

.

Not until he was twenty years
The only Austria that Metter-

nich valued was the Metternichian Austria.

2

Circumstances

made him an actor on a'stage where he was not by nature
at home, and at an unfavorable time as he himself realized.
"My life has fallen at a hateful time, I have come into
the world either too early or too late.

Now, I do not

feel comfortable; earlier I should have.enjoyed the time;
later, I should have helped to build it up again; today I
give my prop to a mouldering edifice.

I should have been

9.

born in 1900 and I should---have -had the twentieth century
'

l:Sefore me."

3.

Clemens Wencela.s Nepomuk Lothair Metternich was
born at Comlenz on 15 May 1773.

His father, Francis

George, served in the diplomatic service ·or the ecclesiastical court of Treves.

Tge family belonged to the Rhenish

aristocracy linked by tradition to
services in the Thirty Years War.

Aust~ia

by reason of

Among Metternich's

ancesto·rs were three electors of' Mainz and an elector of
Count Francis George, his ?ather, entered
Trier. 4
Austrian service and wa-s appointed commissioner at Liege
in 1791.

Later in the same year he served as Austrian

plenipotentiary at the Hague, which post held until 1·794.
The deabh of his friend and benefactor, Count Katmitz,
in 1795 prevented for two years an advancement in the
service.

Emperor Francis chose him as head of the

Austrian delegation to the Congress of Rastadt of 1797.
'Although he himself was not involved in $he affair, the
fateful murder of the two French envoys at Rastadt by
Austrian troops discredited both Francis George Metternich and Thugut, the Austrian Foreign :Minister.

When

Metternich, the elder, was forced to retire from diplomatic service, his son, inheriting his father's taste
-

.

lll

for diplomacy, was already preparing to follow the paternal footsteps.

1

10.

Francis George Metternich, to be sure, had few
distinguishing qualities to transmit to his son.

He

was a diplomat in the fashion of his times, more or less
an epicurean in the perverted sense of the word, a spendthrift and a devotee to the fair sex.

His son inherited

the most of these characteristics and even went beyong
his father in the last respect.

His mother's gifts were

more significant and more liberal.

She was not buried

in family tradition as his father was.

She was.a proud

cosmopolitan
gifted with intellect, beauty, and social
.
.
adaptability.

From her ca..rne the more charming features

of the personality of Clemens Metternich, to which even
his political opponents were glad to do

~ustice.

Young Metternich was nurtured in cosmopolitanism.
Germany at the time of his youth was only
national sentiment was dormant.

~

name, and

It is true that Herder

was one of its early prophets but Metternich evidently
was not acquainted with his works.

Joseph Friedrich

Simon expressed the keynotes of his education in the
sentence: reflection and experience are the only grand
masters of the human spirit.

Six years of study under

Simon were ·years of intense intellectual activity for
him.

Simon's teachings were a curious mixture of

theism and Voltaire.

5

Varn.hagen von Ense, who was

11.

acquainted with Metternich at the time knew him as a· free
thinker. 6 ·His mother was not passionately religious and
succumbed to Jesuit sentimentalism only in her old age •
. The whole background of Metternich's youth was the spirit
of the Aufklarung, the universal awakening and cosmopolitanism.
Possessing such a philosophic background, his attendance at the University of Strassburg in 1788, 1789,
and 1790 failed to awaken in him the urge of German nationalism.
On the contrary, Strassburg gave him 1French culture.
Natural and political history, experimental physics and
medicine were studies which attracted his attention, but
his principal study was diplomacy under Christoph Wilhelm
The years 179l to 1793

Koch, the diplomatic historian.
were s·pent for the most. part at

Ma~ence

where he continued

his study of diplomacy with Nicholas Voyt.

Li.f e at Mayence

introduced him to the French emigres, and their hatred of
the Jacobins.

He was present at the coronations of

Leopold II in 1790 and Francis II in 1792, participating
in the ceremonies.

Perhaps these influences held him

still to traditionalism.

Perhaps

with horror of the sans-culottes.

the emigres·filled him
Metternich was gradually

·.adjusting himself to the· old order of things. "From
--

the school of the radicals I fell into that of the emigres

12.

o.nd learned to ·valu'e a middle course. 116
The winter of 1794-5 was spent at London in company with the Treasurer of the Netherlands.

"Tall, digni-

fied, he mo.ved with easy grace and attracted all eyes to
him. n7

1
'

Acquaintanceship was formed with Burke, the

younger Pitt and Charles James Fox.

Burke's influence

on Metternich was both great and lasting, ·for his later
political philosophy was essentially that of Burke's.
"Reflections of· the Revolution in France''.

These few

months in England were Metternich's only practical acquaintanceship with parliamentary government.

Though

very brief it allowed him to study in general the advantages and weaknesses of a legislature.

There is

nothing to indicate that he was opposed to parliamentary
government at this time.

On the other hand, in view of

what happened afterwards it is reasonable to suppose that
he.was greatly impressed by the British Constitution and
Parliament.
The success or the armies of the French National
Convention in 1792-3 caused his father to lose his lands
along the Rhine by confiscation, and the family went to
Vienna,

in a precarious

fin~cial

condition but still

possessing Konigswart, anciestate in Bohemia.

·Their only

friend was Count Kaunitz, but he was enough.

The recourse

of the family was an advantageous marriage for Clemens

13.

daughter of the Chancellor.
She was not beautiful, but quite wealthy, 8 and her family

·with Leonore Kaunitz,· the

gr~d

influence was an even greater asset.
Clemens accompanied his father to Rt\Stadt in 1797,
I

and

~or

the first time met .the French revolutionary.diplo-

mats with their unshined shoes, blue hos_e, kerchiefs,
Metterlong dirty hair and red feathers in their hats. 9
nich 1 s real diplomatic career began in 1()01 with his
appointment as Austrian ambassador to the Court of Saxony.
During his stay at Dresden he made the acquaintance of
the publicist Friedrich Gentz, who later became his secretary.

From 1804 to December, 1805,: he.represented

Austria at Berlin, where his active social life was typical
of the man -and prophetic of the future • 1 o·

Where there

were beautiful women, he was in attendance. HJis next
advancement was to Paris, 4 July 1806,

where he obtained

an insight into :Napoleonic statesmanship, Napoleonic methods,
and institutions, many of which he
imitate in Austria.
· Meltetru'tlv

w~s

later to try to

In 1809, after Austria 1 s defeat~at

Wagrru]-'\Was selected.as foreign minister of Austria, because
of circumstances rather·than his ovm. merit, for Stadion's
pra~tige

had been shattered.

The new foreign minister

assumed his duties without blame for what had happened
before, and his hands were practicai1y free.

One of his

first acts was to arrange· the marriage of the Archduchess

14.

Marie Louise with

Napoleo~~

which helped to maintain peace

between France and Austria until August 1813, when Austria
joined in the War of Liberation.
Metternich was now at the height of his career.
The cleverest of his moves had.been to extricate Austria
from an Alliance with Napoleon so as to enter the war
against him.

After peace feelers had been tried and good

offices preferred he tried armed mediation which Napoleon
had to

ac~ept.·

At Dresden during the negotiations for

this proposed conference, occurred the dramatic conference
of 28 June, 1813 during which Napoleon four times challengingly threw down his hat and Metternich refused to pick .
it up.

Thereafter Napoleon bluffed at the Prague Congress

and the Allies called his bluff.

Austria entered the

coalition against him, and his powerwas crushed in the
Battle of the Nations at Leipzig.

During the winter of

1813. and the spring of 1814, Metternich with the monarchs

and the other leading ministers was with the army. There
Castlereagh, foreign minister of Great Britain-- who now
assumed the effective leadership of the Alliance for the
rest of his life-- first formed his acquaintanceship
with Metternich.

The two were destined to work together

for several years, and both appreciated the other's ability.
Between the First Peace of Paris and the Congress
of Vienna, Metternich in company with the monarchs and

15.

ministers visited London.
.

Afterwards they returned to
..

Vienna for the Congress which was to make a fundamental
reconstruction of Europe.
president.

Metternich was. chosen its

The Count ·de la Garde gives a striking
~It wa~

still .possible

to take M. von Metternich for a young rr,an.

His features

description of him at this time.
were pleasing and entirely regular;

his smile was seduc-

tive; his face expressed shrewdness and a kindly disposi· tion.

He was of middling stature, well built, and his

stride had something noble and elegant about it.

At

the first glance one was pleasantly surprised to find in
him one of those men whom ,hature has richly endowed in
order to insure them success in society.

If, however,

his physiognomy was carefully scrutinized, a certain
malleability, and yet firmness became noticeable; and
upon observing his penetrating glance no one could have
any· d.oubt of his extraordinary political talents.
him was recognized the statesman

In

who was used to leading

men and affairs of the greatest import.ttll
Sinc.e the Congress was held at Vienna

largely in

recognition of Metternich's achievements in the War of
Liberation, he was naturally its president.

It was to

enhance his prestige but also to detract from his reputation.
Stein who was at the Congress in the suite of Alexander
thus sized up the course of Metternich:

16.

"His.frivolity did not lessen despite the crises in
important affairs.

He occupied himself with the

arrangements for court fetes, tableaux, up to the smallest
detail, watching the dancing of his daughter, while
Castiereagh and Humboldt were waiting to confer with him,
and rouged the women who were to appear in the tableaux.

Metternich~as commonsense, versatility, and graciousness;
he lacks depth and seriousness for carrying on transactions
in a great and simple manner.

He often creates complica-

tions by his frivolity, his aversion for business, and his
untruth, without wishing to do so.

He is cold arrl there-

fore averse to giving men credit for noble feelings•

This

was the reason why the Austrian Army lacked enthusiasm,
which alone leads to self-sacrifice and to perseverance
in'misfortune.

His faults have kept him from attaining

and using the great influence and strong position in
the eyes of the world, which he needs to nullify the
weaknesses and prejudiee of the former and· to destroy
,the num.eeous secret influences and to rule the latter
with firnmess.

He has to negotiate with the one and

with the other and take a middle course which, for the
most part is disastrous. 1112
Alexander said of Metternich: ·"C' est le meilleur
maitre des ceremonies du monde mais c'est le plus mauvais

17.

.

ministre qui

sepuiss~

. }3

trouver.

"Le Congres dause, 11

ne marche pasn expresses a widely held opinion of the
Cong:bess, and at least one of its most conspicuous features.
There were many fates, and one in particular is famous that of the

~iversary

as well as dancing.

of Leipzig.

There was humour

On.All rool•s day 1815~ Metternich

played a Joke on Gentz, his secretary, by preparing a
manifesto in which Napoleon was represented as offering
a great reward to the person who should deliver Gentz
to him, dead· or alive.u

"The manifesto was placed ink'.
I

a newspaper copy that had been specially printed and then
delive~ed

to the bed side of the faint hearted man at

To the great joy of his superior,
14
this almost paralyzed the unfortunate secretary.n .

his morning

coffee~

There had to be to complement.the g0tes and the
frivolity, amours, for there were many ladies

present.

the attention of

Metternich had more than his share of

the fair sex, and his amours were the gossip of the
Congres.

015

"Die Frau war ihm Bddiirfl1is •

Princess .

Bagration, the Russian,receruved the most of his attention,
but he had other love affairs with the duchess of Sagon,
a princess of Naples, and Julie Zichy.

Gsgern declared .

that Metternich knew not the difference between a boudoir
and a babinet. 16
So devoted was Metternich to his loves,

18.

and so much of his time did they absorb t.hat he neglected
affairs of state.

Gentz,. at the most critical time of

the Congre84 complained of the difficulty of getting a
serious talk with Metternich whose mind was always on
17
that mandi·te femme, Bagration.
Accord-

There arose a host of adverse criticisms.

1

ing to Wilhelm'von Hunboldt, Metternich talked to no one
on earth and was entirely inaccessible.
Bavaria appraised him thus -

11

18

The King of

Metternich a de 1 1 esprit,

des talents, de la grace, et de la

finesse~

.

faut pas croire que tout le monde soit des

mais il ne
av~ugles.

.19

11

Napoleon at Elba expressed the opinion: "Metternigh se
croit un diplomata.

Il ne 1 1 est pas.

menteur, un grand menteur.ii

20

c•est un

Talleyrand

w~ote

to Louis

XVIII, "Metternich has no character to sustain. 1121

It

was a just judgment, for Metternich was personally immoral.
He was a libertine destined later to become the champion

of the social - or as he expressed it - the umoral order."
.It was widely believed that Metternich would
lose his position and many were actually working toward
Archduke John noted in.his diary,--·
such an end. 22
11 »eel. 1814 - "At last,it seems as if a great storm
were about to break over Metternich; his frivolity, his
lies, his partiality - these are the principal accusations.

1123

19.

Even Jaucourt, the Foreign Minister ad interim of

~ranee

heard at Paris of the imminent overthrow of Metternich,
and that'Talleyrand was cooperating with those seeking
his dovmfall.

24

Among the latter actually were the

Czar and King of Prussia, who having openly broken with
him over the Polish Saxon issue. asked·. Emperor Francis to
dismiss him.

But the intrigue had the directly opposite

result of strengthening his position.
After all the frivolities and aissipations of
MetternichJand the CongressJwere largely superficial.
Behind the sc19een of the fetes great issues were being
fou~ht

out and great ·settlements

reached~

~he

map of

Europe was being changed, new governments were established
for Germany, Switzerland, Poland and the Netherlands,
measures were adopted for

t~e

freeing of _rivers, steps

were being taken against the slave trade, diplomatic
precedence was settled, and· Napoleon was outlawed.

In

fact, Metternich was president of a great Congress, one
of the greatest iri history.
After the. Hundred Days and the Second Peace of
Paris Metternich looked back.regretfully on his part
in the struggle with Napoleon.

"I passed the grandest

years of my life with Napoleon or near him.
few men have lmown him better than I." 25

I think
At Teplitz

20.

on the Leip.zig Anniversary in 1819 he lamented that he
was dealing wmth pigmies.

"To hea1-- people talk one would

think they were giants; follow them and you soon perceive
that you have only to deal with phantoms.

The one giant

produced by the eighteenth century is no longer of this
world; all that moves that world at present is of a
miserable character.

It is very difficult to play

with bad or indi.ft:::erent actors."

26

According to the

introspective comments upon himself left to posterity,
the strongest force in Metternich now became, .the past.

27

"I love the ashes, and the ancients were right to love
and reverence them.

Death is opposed to life, the past

to the presen.t, what is not to what is.

To preserve the

remains, while the form and substance are altered, is a
beautiful idea, and the only one which suits my way of
thinking.

28

Perhaps, it was only a pose.

When Metternich attended the Congress of Aix
la Chapelle in the fall of 1818 he met and becaJ.ne enamoured
of the Princess Lievin.

The statesman was forty five

and had seven children, Dorothea Lievin was thirty thr.ee
and had four children."

II

He had the phra.s,es of religion

and morality on his lips, but he was notoriously an.
unfaithful husband, and scandal had already touched his
name in connection with Queen Caroline of Naples, with
the Brincess Bagration and with Madame Junot. 1129
Between

21.

16 Nov. and. 21 Nov. (1818) he wrote her nine letters,
all in French.

Not only do they reveal how

passio~ate

a lover the· man could become, but they also unfold his
30
.
He writes in ·a fashion typical of
political ideas. ·
the age of romanticism, and he poses his sentiments

like a 'tWerther" - "J t ai toujours voulu n •-etre rien
de ce que je suis," but he is more true to himself'
when he said "Je suis tout pratique, tout terre
•

tout semple.

,,31

a .terre,

In his letters he said', "My. character does not
lead to opposition.

I am too positive and I do not like

I have twenty faults
esvr\"L
'iAon
32
toujours vers le
.,,/la
presumption."
of
that
never
but
to occupy myself with criticism.

moyens.

"I have aged twenty years since the Holy

"I detest.court (life) and all which
34
·nThe Emperor always does what I
relates to it. "
35
The letter
wish, but I only wish what he must do.tt
of lFeb. 1819 told her why he had chosen in 1814 his
motto of "Kraft im Recht" instead of Vorwarts which he
had previously intended.

This motto - "Power in the

Right'!.. was put on the arms of .his family.

"Si tu veu.x

savoir quels sont mes principes politiques, tu en lis le
36
manif~ste dans ce trois paroles.»

22.

"it is clear that she could not make herself'
believe that his heart was entirely hers, and that the
knowledge gave her some pain.

The romance·seems to have

been one of those which was bound.io end .unromantically".
For it· was between two disillusioned worldings, each of'
whom knew that the other would one day seek consolation
She continued to co.rrespond with him,
elsewhere." 37
but at Verona in 1822 they met for the last time until his
own exile.

Already they had become more interested in .

intrigue with each other than affection.

In the course

of three more years their correspondence ceased and the
Princess Lievin joined his arch-enemy Canning to turn
. her intrigues against her

form~r

lover.

The years 1829, 1830 and 1831 mark a crisis in
Metternich's life, for he suffered one.personal loss
I

after the other.

His first wife had died in.Paris in

1824. · His second marriage with Antonie Leykam,November,
182~

was a secret wedding.

It was a real love match.

When she died after two brief years, Metternich wrote his
son Victor.

"My life is over, and nothing remains to me

but my children.

·Indeed I am again left alone.in this
great wide world." 38
Then in December the same year,
this son, Vicoor, died.

went over to the Liberals.

And Gentz, always mercurial,
He not only changed his. rolt\:tcs

23.

but old as he was, fell in l.ove with

~

young actress.

Gentz, who so often had urged Metternich to adopt
repressory measures, who was himself the draftsman of the
Carlsbad censorship decrees, began now to write in behalf
of freedom of the press.

Yet Metternich kept him in

office, although he was utterly disgusted with the Chancellor's
policies.

I

In 1832 Gentz, notorious spendthrift, beggar

of numberless gifts from the monarchs and ministers of
Europe, and in particular from the Rothschild bankers,
died at last a pauper, and Metternich paid the funeral
expenses.
Hormayr,

~-n

historian whom Metternich had allowed

to use the archives, disgusted with Metternich's antiLiberal position, left Austrian service and
demn the Chancellor.

~egan

to

con~

Count KolowratJwho had been appointed

to the ministry in 1826Jnow became a dangerous rival, and
soon acquired the dominant influence in internal affairs.
Around him as leader gathered the many who were discontented
with Metternich.

The latter was above personal grudges

and treated Kolourat with great co~sideration. 39
was brought to Vienna to take the place of

Ge~tz,

Jarcke·
but he

failed to fill his· predecessor's place to the degree expected.
On 30 Jan. 1831 Metternich married for

a third

24.

time.

His bride was Melanie_Zichy, only twenty six
"

years old, a Hungarian and an ardent Roman Catholic.
Under her influence Metternich took more interest in
religion, and she noted.that her confessor was struck
"by her husband's uncommon goodness. tt40
Balzac visited Metternich in 1835, and George
Ticknor, the American man of ·1etters, the next year.
Ticknor's Journal contains

som~

interesting reports on

the conditions in Vienna, and the leading men.

Jarclte,

Gentz's successor and a Catholic convert, denied being
an absolutist in politics and founded much of his theory
on the sound preservation of property.

Metternich

disclosed to Ticknor his aversion to democracy, in
Europe.

"You have always been democrats, and democracy

is therefore a reality, une veri,te, in America.

In

Europe it is a falsehood, -lm Europe ct est un mensonge."
He asked. ;.dclmor who would be the next president.

uI

told him that it will be Van Buren; and that as I do not
desire it, he might at least consider my opinion unprejudiced.

He answered, "Neither should I be of Mr. Van

party if I were in

~nerica.

Buren~s

I should rather be of the

old party of which Washing ton was o:t;ig?Jlally the head.
It was a sort of conservative party, and I should be a
conserva.tive almost everywhere, certainly in England and
America. 041

Kaltenbaeck, editor of the Austrian periodical

25.

for History and Statistics, , c_omplained to Ticknor of the
restraints imposed by the censorship.

Count

Auerspe~g,

or.AD.astasius GrU'n, whose liberal poetry was cen~ored,
II

\\

.

had just· written a poem called Schutt, "Rubbish", dedi42
cated to one of the Austrian officials.
The storm of revolution broke upon Vienna 13
March, 1848 and Metternich as "Mr.· §mith 0 was obliged
to hasten to England for cover.

A liberal revolt at

through a cycle of liberalism, radiit passed
the start,
.
.
43
Szechenyi, the
calism, anarchy, and reaction.
Hungarian patriot, recalled the words of Metternich of
1825- "Ruhren sie nicht an die

~rundlagen

sonst sturzt das Ganze.zusrunmen." 44

des Gebaudes,

If one stone of'

the foundation is removed, the whole structure falls.
His fal l was sudden and decisive,, and Metternich accepted
1

it as the work of fate.

His system had become a deadened

thing, and the revolutionists found it easy to overthrow.
He whom Chariva.ri called

0 der

ministre fossile" was "so

lebensmude. 045
· The flight to England and the sojourn there was
provided for by a loan of 100, 000 rubles_from
who had forgotten his earlier animosities..

~he

Tsar, 46

"England",

Metternich on his visit declared, "is the freeest land in
the world because it is the most orderly.1147 -- a real
tribute to the Parliamentary--·system.

In England, too,

26.

Metternich f'ound a sympathetic follovver and student,
Benjamin Disraeli and the gloomy thought of the exiled
Austrian must have been lightened by consoling joy to
hear Disraeli denouncing the diploniatic opponent of his
latter yea.rs, Lord Palmerston, in th·e House of Commons.
Metternich returned to Austria in 1851 and spel?-tt
the rest of his life at a country estate.

Maintaining

an active interest in politics he managed to keep the
Emperor and his ministers constantly supplied· with letters
of advice, which they privately disregarded.

Bismarck,

Frederich William IV and Francis Joseph were aniong those
who partook of his hearty hospitality.

Only Hura.bold t of

his earlier friends wa.s alive--with whom he

48

co_rre~ponded.

Even in his old age he retained the art of living.

· His

life long optimism mellowed with resignation, somewhat
'

.

'

~

stiff and almost deaf, he spent eight years at his eatate,
of which his grand daughter has left a happy description.
His death occurred just before the war of 1859 ·with Napoleon
"Die zei t wuchs uber. :Metternich
49
hine\ns und seine uhr lief a.b."
"Eminently winning and
the Third and Sardinia.

elegant" in his ways; he possessed an unusual gift of con·versation and humor.
economy••

His hospitality knew no. limits of

Free from personal vindicativeness and marked

by self control, he fought ideas rather than individuals.
Re

was fond of Byron, recited long passages from the Childe

27.

Harold

and considered Heine a great poet. 50

facts in the eye he was at his best in

Looking

conde~ing

and

declaiming against exultation and enthusiasm. 51
His faults were many..

He lacked criticism, and

believed that he was always acting in the right.
identified justice and.morality with himself.

He
At the

time of his fall in .1848, he wrote Count Hartiz, "I have
no spoken or written word ever to take back." 52
The Liberals
he accused of presumption, but no man was more presumptious
and vain than he was •

He described his early education

in this fashion, ttrnaccessible to prejudice, and seeking
only the truth in everything, my modesty did not allow me
to find fault with persons' in power, if I was not satisNot only did he believe that
fied with what I saw. 1153
his deeds were right but that they would be justified
in the eternal order of things, and by

f~ture

historians,·

a belief which must lliave been a consoling illusion of his
old age, in defeat and retirement.

His greatest defect

was the lack of constructive powers--he belonged to those
who attempt to preserve and conform rather than to those
who create.
A patron of letters and of the arts, he was acquiinted with many of the geniuses of the age,_although
Goethe was only an acquaintance.

He pref erred the air

and sun of Italy to the cold cloudy weather of the north,

28.

Italian music was

and.with the sea he was enchanted.
~,.

..

~

his preference, in old age, Rossini's operas particularly.

At his villa a room was filled with statues, including works
of Thorwaldsen and Rauch.

For a long time he abhorred

the romantic movement, but by 1834 he had opened up to
emotionality.

At this time he wept over Goerres's
poetry and Fuhrlich's

nJung frau von Orlea.nstt,

~Heine's

nTriumph of Christ 11 • 54 "

Zedlitz was the only Austrian poet
The greatest Austrian poets did not

he could appreciate.

frequent his salon, for Grillparzer, Lenau, and

jnastas~us

Their works were censored and suppressed

Grtin were liberals.

,,

11

whenever they seemed anti-social and "dangerous".
History was perhaps his chief interest, but he
patronized research only in so far as it became detached
from the present.

He was suspicious of political motives

behind the Monumenta Germanica.
friend.

~e

was a personal

His personal interest in science kept him in

correspondence with Alexander von Humboldt.

Due

to his

efforts the Austrian "Jahrbi.icher der Litera.t" was established
in lel?, but Metternich reserved for his own direction the
writing of political anticles.
and urged an Austrian

Friedrich Schlegel proposed

Academy~butJalthough

Metternich

took up the idea, it was not established until 1847.

The

Austrian foreign minister was the sponsor and author of an
55
.
Austrian scientific expedi tion·--t·o--Brazil (1817-1820)

29.

Vienna was host to a meeting of-"'Scientists in 1832.
In the forties Metternich himself became displeased at
the censorship and desired more freedom for the authors,
but it was his misfortune to desire great cultural progress
without political.

56

In Sorel 1 s judgement n:Metternich remains by
exterior grace, by the excellence of tone, the perfection
of attitude, and the subtle knowledge of the
andincomparable master.

prop~~eties,

'

The great comedy of the

<

wo~d,

the high intriguing of the huropean stage, has never
57
had so fertile an author, an actor so consummate.n

30.

II. HIS PRINCIPLES.
The greatest contribution

~t

Metternich and

his greatest importance Srbik finds explained in his
political theory.

1

Without a doubt this judgment

savours of partisan sympathy since Srbik is himself a
conservative, but it suggests that Metternich was somemore than a traditional reactionary.

tTu~ng

Rega.rdles s

of its. little importance in the history of poli'tical
thought, it is necessary to understand Metternich's
theory in order to und.erstand his policy.

For Metternich

was very much of a rationalist and his policies in general
were not isolated phenomena, but expressions of a rather
comprehensive philosophy.

'Ine essence of his thought

was the conception of a balance - a path midway between
extremes.
.

,11 Mon esprit va toujours vers le moyens 1 n

was fond of uttering.

2

he

Moreover, in his philosophy there

'3
Was a prevalent dualism, a mingling Of the moral. and the

natural, the universal and the individual, the abstract
and the concrete.

He was prone to emphasize the moral

order p whereas in reality he retained the Machiavellian
distinction between politics and ethics.
While his particular applications were ingenious,
Metternich 1 s ideas were not original.

. He had gone to

31.

school to Koch a:r;id Vogt; and what he did not learn· from
them he

pick~d

up in reading Hobbes and Burke.

From

Hobbes came the idea of sovereignty, but Metternich did
4
not push the idea to its ultimate conclusion.
At least
his sense of the. necessity of a bailiance would not have
permitted

~im

.Lo vest absol·u.te authority in one. man.

idea of a balance implies a certain relativism.

The

Metter-

nich had some appreciation of the give and take, the
correlation and reciproci.ty between rights and duties.
With respect to European diplomacy, he held practically
the same idea as the modern internationalist - that no
nation can live by itself and what one nation does involves the rest. 5
Koch and Vogt gave him a European
mind: they taught the necessity of a Balande of Power.Christian universality influenced Koch's conception of
a Balance.of Power - to defend the weak from oppression;
to create a wall against the ambitious and lustful. 6
Vogt taught an inner balance of body and spirit, heart
and reason, the State and the individual.

Opposed to a

universal monarchy he urged a European Republic in which
the aristocratic element was to hold the balance in
behalf of moderation. 7
To Burke, Metternich owed his conception of
gradual, "step by step" evolution, the opposite of
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revolution; the abhorrence of abstract theory; the ideal
of a landed aristocracy; the practical nature of the
,State; and the maintenance of tradition. 8
Srbik lays
too mv.ch emphasis on similarities in Kant and Mettern.ich,
the only similarity was the use of the word "moral."

9

lDor

the author of the "categorical imperative" would never
have approved of what Metternich did in the name of the
moral order.

Metterni·ch' s political philosophy found

expression in the works of Vogt, Heeren and Roscher.
latter compared politics to anatomy and disease.

The

The

malady of the State was anarchy; the cure was "preventive"
10
measures.
After 1815 Vogt gave up many of his earlier
ideas and accepted in general the viewpoint of his former
student.

His "Primary Powers," published in 1819 won
11
the approval of the Austrian foreign minister.
I

Metternich's personality offers the best key to
many of his political ideas and to his political·program.
He was a lover of law and order.

.

He hated all disturbances,

all unrest, all. invitation, all trouble.

He carried

repose and quietism to the verge of fanaticism, so easily
was he irritated by signs of unrest.
The heart of Srbik 1 s interpretation of Metternich's
political philosophy is a passage from Genta. - "Two
principles constitute the moral world.·

The one is
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eternal progress .and __ the other is limitation of this
progress.

If they existed alone the world would be

a play of winds and waves.

If :they prevailed all would

be turned to stone or rot.

The best time is when they

are in a balance.

Men must take part and restore the

balance;when one is outweighed by the other - one must
.. 12
b e a partisan."

Srbik 1 s judgment is misleading.

Metternich did not change sides to keep the balance in
He was too lethargic.
Of the other side of his character Wilhelm von
Hunboldt 1 s description of Metternich at the Congress of
Vienna is typical.

11

Today Metternich crune with several

insertions that said nothing, and so for an hour long
the matter was chewed over, tested, and altered, without
the least progress beini made.
it makes a

per~on.

I was silent, because

indignant to be at such an affair.

When

finally nothing was accomplished and all the attempts and
starts of Metternich brought nothing to paper, I was forced
to speak and to write, and when thms pretty work was completed, Metternich arose, filled with pride, and said,
"We need not despair, we are always making progress •
.,13

Children could not do worse.'
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·Th.ere was a Metternichian policy; but whether it
deserves the name of a system is a question.

Metternich

himself denied any system save one or peace, and decried
14
as a n shibboleth."
the expression t'Metternichian System"
Metternich alone did not have enough power to create a
system.

His policy was based on the preservation of

Austria.

In external affairs it meant a Balance of

Power and the Peace of

~urope.

How natural and befitting

his own temperament and the position of Austria, the
"polyglot polyarchyii of indefensible boundaries, heteregeneous population, and surrounded by aggressive neighbors.
Austria he wished to make the pivot of the Balance of
Europe, a check to France and to Russia, the means - between
extremes.

War would oe disastrous for war would upset

the balance.

In 1813. he explained the essence of his

European program to Aberdeen: "The Alliance has not been
· rightly judged abroad.
the good cause.

Austria has never lost sight of

Austrla has been oak or reed as conditions

compelled, but yielding or resisting, we have always kept
in view the good cause of Europe, we have at all times
looked forward to a Sta.te of repose founded on a due
15
:
equi111ibrium of the great .I:Juwers of Christendom."
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Austria was the center;

Germany and Itaiy were ·

bUffer States- subsidiaries- like the marks of Charlemagne
.o'l1 the kingdoms that Napoleon erected.

In both Italy. and

Germany, Metternich intended for Austria to play a peculiar
but leading role as president of confederations.
the buffer State_s was European poll tics in which Austria
aided by her subsidiaries would pl.ay the mediatory role
and· stabilize the balance of

the continental Powers.

On

the whole his policy was an original.and clever application of the theory of balance.
Wider than diplomacy and politics, his theory
was applied to the internal polity of Austria and to
the social order as well as the political.order.16
Law and order, stability and gradual progress held.
The State must have authority; the State was justified by
Monarchy was not divine but rationalinner necessity. 17
a symbol of unity and coherence. 18
Aristocracy was the
pivot of the internal balance- a step petween the monarch
19
and his sub,jects and a counterpoise to urb~ mesoc.racy.
Aristocracy also was not romantic, but a practical expedient
in maintaining a social balance.
The real ideas of Metternich one might expect to
find in

discursive

h~s~love

letters to the Princess Lievin.

are somewhat disappointing.

They

At one time he says he stands

for innnobility-the only known instance of such a statement
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"Mon ami, j'ai la conviction

from Metternich himself.

de ne jamais avoir boug& de ma place.
moral en moi c•est immobilite.

Le premier 616ment

L 1 Empereur ou me trouvera

toujours et ce sera toujours la ou il m'aura quitte."

20

In view of the fact that this is his only statement of
innnobility and in view. of his own explanation, it must
be considered as referring to his dependability, his
steadfastness to the Emperor and not referring to prog.ress.
This letter is more than balanced by another in which he
wrote:

"Tu crois que je suis liberl;ll dans le fond du

coeur?

Qui, mon amie, je le suis et meme au dela."

There follows an extraordinary eulogy of "free" institutions in Austria, as if there were some in actual existence0Notre pays, ou plutot nos pays, sont les plus tranquilles,
parce qu'ils jouissent sans revolutions anterieures de la
plupart des bienfaits qui incontestablement ressortent de
la cendre des empires boulverses par les tourmentes,
politiques.

Notre peuple ne conceit pas pourqu&i il

aurait besoin se livrer a des mouvements, quand dans le
repos, il jouit de ce que le mouvement a procure aus autres.
La liberte individuelle est complete, l'egalite de toutes
les classes de la societe devant la loi est parfaite, toute.s
portent les memes charges;
point de privileges.

il existe des titres, mais

I l nous m&nque un i.v1orning Chronicle. ii 21

It would s·eem as if Burke himself were speaking.
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Metternich 1 s _political theory was liable to the
same natural defect as Burke's--it intended to glorify
traditions and existing institutions, and to deify the
Metternich was too

existing political and social order.

concerned with the present institutions and he failed to
appreciate those that vrere as yet merely concetved or
His philosophy

only in the process of.being bui+t.
failed to grasp

II

the becoming ff' and the will Of man to
This defect led him to believe that

do the impossible.

there could not be a national German State and a United
22
vVhile fond of pointing out
He lacked vision.
Italy.
the differences between the historical English Constitu-

.

tion and a doctrina\e charter, he refused to take those
1

.

steps which

enabled·Ehg~and

to dispense with written

constitutions and declarations of the rights of man. 23
Radicalism he preferred to liberalism--which he considered

·a hollow name,

n

·
a disguise of radicalism,

das ·re-ine nichts 11 •

24

The natural consequence of popular sovereingty was for him,

communism.

Nationalism was a Worle,thill and behind
.

it~volution. 25

.

"'

It is fair to say that he never believed in .dnlnnobility and.
that he believed, though with a host .of qualifications, in

.ActUAJ11J; be \AJZ\;S W€.J -~ 'f>O""nf!Jrrb of s~'oiht'j.

progress.'1

In every period of his life there are evidences

in his own letters and conversations of this belief.

The

following conversation with Ticknor is typical.

"There is nothing more· important for a man than
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to be· reasonable and

modera~ein

his expectations and es-

pecially not to wish to do anything he cannot accomplish.
I am myself moderate in everything, and I endeavor to
become more moderate.

. I have

/

a(· calm

disposition, a very

calm one,-J'ai l'esprit ca.lme,. tres calme.

,
passionne pour

about nothing,- Je ne suis

I

am passionate

rien.

Therefore

I have no foolish mistakes to reproach myself with,-

Ainsi je n'ai pas.de sottise a me reprocher.
very often misunderstood.

I

am thought to be a great

But I am not.

absolutist in my policy.

But I am

that I do not like democracies:

It is true

democracy_is everywhere

and always-partout e't toujours-a dissolving, decomposing
principat; it tends to separate men, it loosens society.
This does not suit my character.
I

I am by character and

habit constructive,- Je suis par caractere et par habitude
constructeur. 026
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CHAPTER II. METTERNICH: THE STATESMAN.
Part I. AUSTRIA.
"Though Francis I was a commonplace character, he
possessed in his chief minister, Prince Metternich, a
man far out of. the ordinary, a man who appeared to the
general puclic that lived between 1815 and 1848 as the
most connnanding personality of Europe, whose importance is
shown in the phEases "era of Metternich," "system of
Metternich.u.

He was the central figure not only in

Austrian and in German politics but in European diplomacy~

dominating his age as Mapoleon had dominated his, though
1
by a very different ~rocess."

":Metternich 1 s reputation was based on his long·
and tortuous diplomatic duel with Napoleon.

Claiming

to have correctly read that bewiadering personality
from his earliest observation ofhim, and to have lured
him slovfly yet inevitably to his doom by playing skillfully upon his wealmesses, Metternich considered himself
the Conqueror of the Conqueror.

An

achievement so

notable imposed upon many, nor·did Metternich do aught
to dim the brilliancy of the exploit.

·His imperturability,

his prescience, his diplomatic dexterity were everywhere .
praised.

He came

~o

be considered the one great oracle,
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whose every word was full of meaning, if only you could
get it.

Diplomats bowed like acolytes before 'this master

of their craft, and, rulers also made their obe·isance, though
more slowly, as obviously befmtted those vrho. ruled
2
by nothing less than divine right."
some~rhat

This study offers two criticisms of the tradition
whfch the foregoing quotations well illustrate.

The first

is that Metternich was not i"PSO facto reactionary.

For a

short period after 1815, he not only cooperated with the
Liberals in Germany but actually tried to secure representative institutions in Austria.

Later his policies

became quite ultra-conservative and at times decidedly
reactionary, but he always judged
a moderate course.

hims~lf

to be pursuing

The' second criticism is the fa ct that

:Metternich's Influence fluctuci:ted greatly and that he
never had the povver vih ich the tradition attributes to
him.

Chapter II

isL'.a;~di.sctiss.i.on

of l\Jiett ernich' s posi tdlon

and policy as S1. ovm in his. relati om with Austria, Italy, Germ:.iny and interna ti anal di -plomacy, res1)ecti vely.
The policy
preservation

o~

pf Metternich was based uuon the

Austria - of the

Ha~sburg

realms.

There

were two bulwarks, Germany and Itaiy, in which Austria
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held a preferred position.

In the German Confederation

Band, Austria was in theory only primus inter
her prestige gave her great influence.

pa~,

but

For Italy, Metter-

nich proposed another Confederation, a Lega Italica, on
the model of the German ·Bund," but Sardinia, backed by
Russia, the Papacy and Tuscany refused in 1816.

Failing.

to secure an Italian League Austria had to rely upon
special treaties and eventually upon espionage and force
to maintain her power.
The diplomatic policy of Austria under Metternich
was the preservation of peace by means of a balance of
power.

Danger seemed to threaten Austria from Russian

expansion and French revolutionary uprisings.

By an

unofficial but close entente with Great Britain, and
with Prussia, Metternich hoped to maintain a European
balance with Austria as the pivot.

The interests of

Great Britain and Austria for a few years after 1815
were practically the same, an:l the resultant policies
were alike.

But herein Metternich did not play the

leading role, rather he followed closely the leadership
of Castlereagh.
the only time

Indeed contrary to the general tradition,

Metterni~h

may be considered to have been

the dominant leader of Europe was but a few months of 1813.
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It is a.rather common mistake to confuse the·
policies of Francis I of Austria and those of his Foreign
Minister Metternich.

The policies of Francis I were

ipso facto reactionary.

"Since 1809 he had 16st •is

.

.

faith in the living justice of new .ideas.

It now seemed

to him ·to be a God given duty to maintain what had been
snatched from the Revolution. 11
the

same

He ruled the State in

patriarchal manner as his family.

His was a

shrivelled, ~ried up nature lacking· any feeling what so
ever for art and

science~·

He recognized no right of his

subjects, no progress, no development.

Bureaucratic,

pedantic, static, mechanistic, legalistic, obstinate and
distrustf'ul, he considered himself a bar to all ursurpations of the present.

±he widest vision of his

dre~s

was his belief in the traditional patriarchal mission of
his family.

His ambition, as he loved to say himself
was to be a good /-\ulie,, c_oillisellor. 4
This was the type
of an Emperor Metternich. had to serve and adopt his
will to, particularly in governmental affairs.

Metter-

nich himself explains his relations with the Emperor:
"L 'Empereur fe.i t touj ours ce que ..i e veux, mais j e ne
veux jamais que ce qu 1 il doit faire.

5.11

For the internal

administration the Emperor kept closely under his own
thumb.

Metternich. as Chancellor was naturally interested
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iri.refor~s

and suggested changes to Francis. I from time

to time, but he dared not intervene.

Metternich's ideas

and those of the Emperor, in fact, were by no means always
in harmony.
Francis I and his foreigh minister, however, had
in conunon, to the

sure, the preservation of Aust1--ia, and

in addition a profound hatred of all that related to
Jacobism.

Again, .Metternich, supposedly, had more or

less a free hand in foreign affairs; yet he was necessarily
confined to accepting, in general, the principles of his
monarch.

For the Emperor brought pressure to bear on

Metternich in several instances, and in 1819 he disagreed
vrith what Metternich had.done at Carlsbad.

6

Metternich,

whom the Legend ca'.lls the dictator of Europe did not even
dictate

~olicy

at homel

TheEmperor ruled and Metterni@h

was only a directing minister.
Metternich was always convinced of the need for
reform in the Austrian Empire.

"He was often heard to

deplore the fact that the Empire was administered but
not governed,u says Sandeman, "nut Metternich refused to
let anything be done by the people.

Moreover, his yield-

ing, pliant nature was not proof against opposition, and
so long as Francis or even after his death, a strong party
at court, opposed all reform Metternich could not harden
his heart to carry out what he lmew to be right and necessary."
I

7
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There was,,indeed, an· Austrian regime for Austria,
but·it was not the work of many men.

Much that is called

the Metternichian System was not only not his own but had
Repression was

existed long before he came into office.

Censorship and

preivietternich_inn. in the Hapsburg lands.

the police systems, these were not new creations after 1815.

8

Count Pergen, the first palreee minister of Emperor Francis,
who had organized an Austrian police in the reign of Joseph

II spa.:0re of a system on l·September 11790 and used many
expressions that were common to Metternich's vocabulary
in 1819 and afterwards.

11

AlL: that disturbs the Peace -

die Ruh.e - must be suppressed."

At the time of Metternich's

term of office Sedlnitzhy was minister of police and

h~,

rather than the ·foreign minister was responsible for its
.

'9

activities.

The internal policy of Francis I was practically
a continuation of the essential features of Joseph II,
namely rebronianism, centralization and Germa.nizatlon.
Metternich was at variance with all three.

Joseph II

had sought to abolish iliocal assemblies and eliminate
the· differences of the nationalities.

Metternich, too,

was a representative of Enlightened Despotism, but he
was ~ot a king, let alone a "philosopher king."

Pragmatic
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in his policies he was willing to·recognize the various
nationalities and their customs.

10

His ultimate plans

for Austria were federal in character, based upon the
ideal ofHunity in diversity."
Francis I abolished in 1809 the only sembl~ce of
unity in administration - the Council of State.

A few

months after Metternich became foreign minister, he presented to Emperor Francis a plan for rev1tv--l:ng the Council
of State with full power to carry on deliberations (formerly
only written reports were submitted to the Emperor without
deliberation in council).
Council of State.

Metternich~s ~odel

was Napoleon's

In addition to peviving the Council of

State in his plans Metternich urged the Emperor to call a
Reichsrat composed of men from all the states of the
Empire_· for the purpose of deliberations.

The Emperor was

to preside, and discussions were to be limited to the
business laid before it.
officio..
ex
..r

Ministers were to be members

No distinction was to be made in the

Reichsr~t

be·tween representatives of the German and Hungarian provinces.
Four sections of the Reichsrat were contemplated: legal,
internal, finance, and military, and each section was to
cooperate with the ministry.

11

His plan failed - perhaps

he being a new minister of foreign affairs, he had meddled
in in terna.l affairs too soon.
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In 1810 an effort wa·s made to

dest·~oy

the Hungarian

constitution in order to assimilate Hungary with Austria.
Gentz was the foremost spokesman for th.e plan, which Metternich opposed. 12 · Hungary kept her own constitution, on
the basis of which. the Liberals afterwards were able to
agitate for reform in Hungary.

The next year when

Austria and the Allies were supporting a charter for
France, Metternich revived his Reichsrat plan of·,1809
with the name of,Reichsrat changed to Staatsrat.

·It was

modelled not upon the proposal of Kaunmtz of 1760 but
13
The Staatsrat was
upon Napoleon's Legislative Body.
to have power to advise only on matters laid before it.
The plan provided

~or

seven

~actions:

law-giving, justice,

internal affairs, finance, war, German provinces and
Hungary.

To the last all questions between Hungarians

and non_Hungarians were to be referred.

There were to

be ministerial conferences of the ministers under the
presidency of the monarch.

Emperor Francis examined the

plan and commissioned Metternich to elaborate upon it.

An international crisis caused it to be laid aside.

Ne an-

while great opposition had developed to Metternich's plan.
During the last weeks of the War of Liberation (on 15
Feb. 1814) Count Wallis, Minister of Finance sketched a
plan of a wholly different character, by which the Staatsrat
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and the Ministerial Conference became one.

The sections

were not to represent historic lands such as Hungary, but phases of administration.

In general it amounted to

a plan fdr the establishment of a centralised bureaucracy
reducing the duties of ministers to merely giving information.

In August 1814, the Emperor, returning from the

campaign of France criticised the plans of Count Wallis.
At the same· time Metternich, having returned to
Vienna, af.ter the Peace of Paris - subsequent negotiations
in London, .submitted again his plan of 1811 aiming against
strict

centralizatio~

and the. drawing of strict lines be-·

tween departments.

The Ministerial Conference and the

Staatsrat were to be

separ~ted.

· Some of the distinctive

parts of the plan of 1811 were omitted, such as sections

.

14

for Hungary •. , :Metternich 1 s plan was now more like that
of Wallis - in its abandonment of sections to .represent
the several realms.
This plan wa·s adopted by the Emperor, but it did
not work as anticipated.

It quite disappointed Metter-

nich' s expectations because of conflicts betwee·n the
Staatsrat and the Ministers.

Met.ternich by al taring his

plans in a conservative fashion had been nominally successful, but it was no great victory as the opposition to
broader reforms was great.
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This opposition consisted of four elements: 1 There was. the Emperdlr, because of whom he had had ,to
compromise his plans.

There was Stadion, leader of the

aristocracy, and Metternich's predecessor in the Foreign
Office, jealous of his successor and exercising very
great power until his death in 1823.
many opponents among the

Aus~rian

3. Metternich had

politicians, such as

4. The established and

Sturmers and Franttmansdorf ~

privileged bureaucracy represented by Souran resented
any of Metternich's attempts to reform it.

However,

Souran, a Josephist, did not at this time enjoy the
Emperor's confidence.

J8.Q.Pourt,· French Foreign Minister

ad interim at Paris, wrote in Dec. 1814 to Talleyrand
\

that he had

~eard

from people on the inside of Vienna that

"tout le monde" v1as equally tired of Prince Metternich,
and wished to have him replaced by Stodion. 15
other rumors of

dissatisfacti~n

and machinations against him.

16

There were

with Metternich in Austria,
:Metternich, the president

of the Congress of Vienna, the supposed arbiter of Europe
was threatened by a cabal of internal and foreign opposition
Indeed Metternich could not be
He wanted to become
absolutely sure of the Emperor. 17

aiming at his overthrow.

Chancellor of the.Empire at this time, but the opposition
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was ,so great that he was, unable to obtain this honor for
six more years.
T\'110

position.

years later Metternich· had somewhat stronger
H,e proposed the creation of a High Chancellor.
After

of the Interior to unify internal administration.

working for a year on the plan he presented it 2? Oct.
181?.

It was entirely his own work, as Gentz was a

rather thorough reactionary at this time.

18

This proposal

is entitled the "Organization of the Central Administration in Austria, tt
name suggests.

19

a--od loo

but it ·was far more radical. than the

The administration was to be divided

into seven great branches:

l~

Foreign Affairs, 2. Internal,

Administration, .3. Finance, 4. Military Affairs, 5. Administration of Justice,t6.Police and 7. Board of Trade.

The

head of the department of Home Affairs was to receive the
title of High Chancellor and Home Minister.

Under him

were to be fo1.ir Chancellors forming with the High
the Ministry of Home Affairs.

Cf~ancellor

Their spheres were to be

based upon a recognition of nationalities, viz:
1. A Chancellor for Bohemia, Moravia, and Galacia.

2. An Austrian Chancellor - for the provinces
above and below the Enns, Styria, the Inwartel, Salzburg
and Tyrol.
3. An Illyrian Chancellor, over Illyria and Dalmatia.
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4. An Italian Chancellor, over Lombardy a.nd Vene-tia.
In regard to Hungary and Transylvania, where Metternieh· had in mind

gradual reforms the proposal read:

11 Since

in the present work I do not wish to confuse the real and
immediate improvements, easy of accomplishment with the
.far more extensive and difficult reforms required in Hungary
and ·Transylvania, I will enter no further into the matter."
The

most·sign~ficant

feature of the paper was a proposal

for a central representative body for Austria.- an elaboration of the Reichsra.t plan of 1809.

A very liberml,. ·if

not radical, project-Metternich essayed to conceal the
"appearance of novelty" with such assurances as:

ttyour

Majesty knows from.long experience that all desire for
unnecessary alteration and dangerous disturbances is far

In my Report there is nothing glowing, nothing

from me.

revolutionary, not ·a single dangerous principle.

I up-

hold order, because from an administration internally
too complicated, disorder must ensue.
suited than the present to bring

Noitime is ·less

forwa~d

in

any

Stat~,

reforms in a wide sense of the word."

In

other places in the document Metterntch speaks

more like a reformer.

"Everything that I now bring before

your Majesty, I bring as the result of a conviction
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which standing the_.test of a long. self-im:i_:>osed . P~?l?ation

That

has grown 1n my mind from the strongest evidence. • •
Government as· it is at present, rests in its

dail~

workigg
That

too entirely upon the principle of centralisation.

!'Y. the carrying out

o~ my

proposals every evil. will . be

avoided in the future, ·I am far ·from expecting.
a reliable Goverriment, restih8g on

But that

enlightened_pr~ricip~es;

are ... the. necessary conwhich
in .the clear words
set forth
.
..
''

~

·~

.

.

'

sequez:i.ce of clear

sl!lo?th~.

idea~,

while, on the contrary, a

the way for all good,, . .

c~nfu~ion·

of ideas in the Govenn-

in the way is not .. to be denied.
ment stands
..
.
..

,

~~~~des,_there

..._

is no human institution which, if it rests on clear funda•

~

mental

•

p.

....

prin~iples,

~

.,

"

'

..

•

•

..

does not improve as it progresses."

For the solution of the problem of the va·r1ous nationalities
there were two solutions:

1. Fusion - attempted :and unsuccessful under Joseph
II~

. ~ich MetteI'nich describes as

an empty and dangerous

hypothesis.

2. A careful regulation of the reasonable long
stan~;~g. d~ftE)rence~

sanctioned by

and customs in the vario':ls
a.strong

well-~rgan+s.ed

~peech, cl~~~t-~,

distri~ts

of

th~

ma,.nners

monarc}ly under

central government •

••• s:tnce something of ·the kind is now necessary,
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I

desi~e

to bring forward the idea of a central represen-

t:ton or the nation. tt

20

The importance of Metternich's proposal for a
Parliament for Austria cannot be over estimated in view'

ot the traditional story that he was a reactionary.

It

is all the more significant in that it was made after the

radicalist

War~b~g

Festival of 18 October 1817, which

alarmed so many German states.
'

In

~th.er

after Prussia had turned reactionary,
~ctuall:v, u:t'~ing

21

w?rds, long .

Metternich was

reforms for Austria.Hungary

a form.?f representative government.

inv~lv~g

He wished to

preserve the loc'e.l estates or assemblies and have new
ones created where none existed.
•

'

•••

'

••

-.

•

It suggested a federal

4

scheme 22 such as that or the United
States; the. cent:r~l
.
'

body resembling the United States' Senate, which .until
1912._ w~~. ~omposed ~f men _selecte~ by State Legislatures.
mhe p~oposal ·or MetternicJ::t ·was _ in a sense more revolution-

ary tor Austria than the calling or the Estates General
1n France at the time of the great Revolution.

Austria had never had a_nat~o~a~--~~gislatur~,_

For

an<i. app~:r;'~nt

ly this was the first actual proDosal of a central legislature by a high official.

No wonder Metternich tried

to mask the revolutionary character of his proposal.

53.

Francis I had l?i:tS before made up

What happened?
'
.

In Jan., 1816, he actually

his mind against Constitutions.

forbade any public discussion over a Constitution fo;

Au~tria~

In March 1818 Munster of Hanover wrote to Castlereagh:
"Metternich is having a hard time getting representatives
There is both external and
government in Austria.n 2t
internal evidence to prove that Metternich intended sn.d
'~;
2
i
1lroe.
the
a.t
Austria
in
representation
wanted central
. ~perol' Francis ·put_. a.way

26
in his chest.

~e~ternich'

s proposal

practic~l result was the
27
creation of' a Home minister and High Cha.ncellor.
'!he. only

under him were:

1. A Bohemian- Moravian- Silesian Chancellor.
Lazansky. ·
2. An. Austrian Illysian- Greiherr.·:;Geis;herr n.
3. A Lomba.rd- Venetian- Count

Count

Mellerio~

4. A Gallician.
The
by

p~actical

working of

t~e

System.was hampered

the appointment of Count Saurau,., an opponent

o~ _ Me~ternich,·

and a bureaucrat as High Chancellor and Home Minister.

The

Royal Patent is a. very pate:zialis~ic doc~ent •. ·"This ~upreme
Central Home :Ministry shall, in accordance with ou:r. ,srst:m

of unity, lead. all
and

~ountr~es_ an~ P.eo~l~s

ge~eral.welfare,

proportio~s,

bring the

t?.

th~

same individual

publi~ .ob~i~ation~ i~~o.e~~al

spread culture and education. ?n just and uniform

principle, and at the same tiltt.e observe

and foster with the

54.

greatest tenderness, the various peculiarities and differences
manners and customs, climates and hereditary
distinct1ons.tt 28
in

spe~ch,

The establishment of an Austrian Reichsrat was not
the

onl~

however.

reform be,ttn,g sought by Metternich in these years,
He had been instrumental in

the . l?cal

res~oring

constitutional bodies (S~a~de) in Hapsburg
e.g.
. . lands,
.
.

Tyrol, 1816, Galicia.I 181'7, and Carinthia, 1818.

29

Mean-

while a general reaction was setting in all ()if~r ~rope.
It was marked in England,. as it ~as in_Prussi~, ar:i-+ot

least in Austria.

On 2 January, 1818, Emperor Francis

decreed a strict censorship at Vienna for foreign nev1spapers. 30
In AUQ~St an even tighter censorhllip was
created for Lonbardy-Venetia. 31
All poli~ical discussionespecially p~blic consideration of constitutional changes~
was shut off.

real liberal
·

It would. have been useless for a man

principles to persist in a reform program

~der.the circumstan~es,

cautious opportunist,
and rewards.

.and Metternich

.lov~n,ghis

P?sition,
~

e~igencies

rep~esentative gov~rnment.

August.

w~s

an easy-going
it~

prestige

On practical grounds- prehaps convictions
.
.

too-· he yielded. to

on

or

..,

·~

.

end revers.ed his position
This was betwe.en March and

In November, 1818 he advised Frederick William
. .

of Prussia against carrying out his promise of a central
'

I

representative assembly for Prussian lands, anything beyond

55.

provincial diets meant revolution.
self_be_more.su~~ed

Prussia.

for a pure

tt

Austria would hert1:1-!ID

reI>re~entative syst~m

How can that which is impossible to be carried

out in Austria succeed in Prussia"?

32

Having.thus shifted his position Metternich assumed
the role of

spec~al

conservator of the

of law

mo~al ord~~'

It was the role which

and legally derived institutions.

was to make him more and more the traditional leader of the
His self-justification of his

wa.r upon "revolution."

shifted role is hereafter reflected
correspondence.

in his

egotisti~ally

..

Having become ill in June 1818 he reAugust
From Konigswart, . 26
..

tired to Carlsbad for a rest.

'

~

~

'

~

... -

.

he wrote significantly to his wife: "Few lives are
1818,
.
'

so fatiguing as those which are spent in the higher walks

ot· life, and in the midst of important

and

intricate affairs.

How many difficulties there a.re in.myoareer and
different are they from

tho~e o~ former"minist~r~,

pe~haps . even from those to come. ~· 33
Again on 4

J::io~

September~

and

Thus he covered his

at Frankf'ort, just before

the Congress o.f Aix-la-Chapelle, he ~r?te he~ .1~... ~he_~pirit

of .engrossing egoism of ~is later lif~ ..... "You have no
idea or the et.feet produced b y my appearance at the Diet.
•

•

4

I have become a species of

0

'

'••

~

•

'°

' -

'

K

•

~oral power_in.Gf3~~y,

'

"

'

<

and

P.e,rhs.P,~ ~v~~. ~. El:'-~op~, a p~wer which w1.~l . i,eave a void

when it disappears." 34

Thus.he seems to be trying to

56.

justify his retreat from his position in 1817, the year
of his greatest "liberalism."
when the Kaiser

giving

F~ancis

The reward came in 1821

showed him his special favor by

the much desired title of Haus-Hof-und Staat-

~im

kanzler.

In 1825 the Hungarian Diet or Reichstag which had
not met since its dissolution in 1812 was.again called in
~5
.
Metternich ~po\.e
order to collect taxes and levy_~ soldie::rs. .
dispaP.gingly of the character of the Diet. . At the same
time to influence the populace by ceremonies, the fourth

36
wife of Francis I - Charlotte .of Bavaria was crowned queen.
In 1826

The Diet met ·at Pressburg and lasted two years.

.

revived
the Salzburg stande· were
.
.

~

by

Count Stefan

Austria.
~

·szeche~f

led the Hungarian, natiol_la~ist movement and

helpe~.to

awaken Hungarian culture.

lJVben

~he R~ich~tag

dissolved in 1827 it had won· a victory for states rights.

' -attho .

"
Emperor's life.time in order to attach the Hungarians more
In 1830, Ferdinand was crowned King

closely to the throne.

~f

Hungary in the
.

..

.

'

Hungary was always the Ireland

and even Francis was extremely_ careful to r.espect
ot Austria
..J.
' '

its institutions and its Reichstag.
In 1826 and 1827

t~e Empero~.was

very

~~~'

and

sunnnoned Metternich, promising as soon as all was well to
set up a connnission to apply Metternichs proposed reforms

57.

of 1817.

When the .. Emperor became well, he apparently·
forgot his. promise. 317 · About the same time Count Francis
Anton Kolomot, a

Bohe~ian

nobleman was made State and

Minister,. to take the place of the deceased

Conferenc~

Count Zichy.

He was a man of ordinary abili:try, without

clarity, and without vision, but with an excellent head

~or administration~~ Fickle, self-conscious and ambitious
his special ambition was to ·shove :Metternich from his
position and to step into his place himself. 39
He was
thus playing the role which Stadim had played till 1824,
but far more effectually.

In 1830 - 1831 there was a

scare of a French invasion and Metternich urged a large
army.

Kolowr~t oppose~, .~on

state of Austrian finances.
let

Europ~

the score of the wretched
He advised the Emperor

shift for itself and to dev?te all .1.1-1.s

to rehabilitating finances.

~o

e~ergies

Apparently he was aiming to

make himself indispensable to the Emperor, 4 0 by stress~ng
the sorry plight of Austrian finances and that he, Kolowrat
was the only man capable of .saving them.
·who was a follower of neither

Mette~nich

.For as K~b~ck,
nor

~ol~wrat,

pointed out that the AustriB.D; f'in~ces at ~is t~me were
41
not in such a bad plight.
Metternich wan out.
Kolowrat
threaten·ed to resign but Metternigh, being victorious,

58 •.

was conciliated and allowed him to stay in .the ministry.
This was the first serious conflict between Metternich
and Kolowrat.

There .were· to be many more.

Kolowrat secured the dismissal or Oount Soura.u,
and Nasody, who was succeeded by Klebelsburg, a cousin

or

Kolowrat.

Austria now had a triumvirate of Metternich,

Kolowrat, and Sedlnitzl{y.

42

The Hungarian.Diet.met in

1830 and carried through a great
many reforms . in its own
.
interest . regarding punishment, di vis~on of truces, and use

or

th~.

Hungarian language. . llrn 1832, Kolowrat obtained

the budget which he wished,and succeeded in eliminating
43
Kubeck from the ministry.
There were demands. for .
ref'orms from such men as Ohotek4ind Pillersdorr45 but
. Emperor Franci·s replied - "I will have no innovations.
Metternich told Pillersdorf

Justice. is in all our laws.n

he was not a reactionary -. "man muss vorwarts shrei ten."
.

46

In 1834, Eichoff, friend_ of Kolowrat was raised to a

high position 1n internal affairs..
.

'

.

,'

'

'

Kubeck gives a

trench~t criticism of M~tternich, _"He did_ not kno. .~_,W

the inner needs of a monarchy - he saw them all
from the
'

.

.

salons.

Metternich himself was unaware that he.was
salon-minded.n 47
Sometime later Kubeck lamented the

impotency of

Metternich~

"Metternich has risen to the

position of a world statesman.

He makes a mistake in

59.

I

'

neglecting the administrative interests of Austria, which
he considers to be

·pe~ty.

48
flattery and intrigue."

He 1.s too often the tool of.

In'l834, Kolowra.t won another victory in internal
affairs when his follower Eichoff was
place~

raise~_to

a high

He even began to intervene in foreign relations.

He condemned Metternichf s friendship with the July Monarc:Ry.
was not a liberal - he used
Kolowrat
Personaily
.
ends..
for personal
--

11

progress"

He condemned Metternich for his

"stability. system," accused J:iim ~f Jesuitism, ·backwardness

e.nd the ruin of' Austrian finances.
Kolowrat was a Josephist· to the core.
'50.

he was a misfortune for Austria.
·'demands for reform.

Grillparz~r

Srbik says

Insistent became

~he

I

and Bauernf el«~ the great

dramatists, had welcomed the revolutions of 1830.
until his death in 1832, P,rokesch Osten,

~ilat,

I

the editor

of the Austrian Beobachter, and Kubeck urged reforms.
There were demands fol' the removal of Metternich and
Sedlnitzky, 47 and Cassandras were fortelling the doom
of Austria. •.

· "As long as I 11 ve" the Emperor Francis had
declared, "things shall remain as. they_ are."

But even

According to Metter-

nich' s own a.ccoun t, as' he was calling on the Emperor to

49

60.

wish him a happy new·year, 1835, Francis promised before
the year ended to set up a commission to put into effect
th.a 1'eforms Metternich had suggested back in 1817.
work rests still in my chest.

nyour

I give you today.my word

or honor that the year-of 1835 will not end without the
. 51

.-

'

work coming to life."

Two months later the Emperor died.
made

s.?me~ime

character.

earlier, ·1831, .or 1832, was

The will,
rea(l~ionary

in

It urged his successor, Ferdinand, to rely

upon the Grand Duke Louis and Metternich, "My dearest
servant and friend,n

and

P~pacr.-"on

•

•

L'

the foundations of the State move

rule and d_o not change.
'

•

wish it expressed· a desire ,..,gjr a con.cordat with the

own

...

in accordance with :Metternich's

J.• ..

...

~

,. ' .

• • •. •

..

no~hin~,

Hold firm to the indestructable

principles and the traditional rights. tt52
A new period be~ai: with t~e r.e~gn of Ferdinand in check.
had held
a rule of the Aristocracy,-whom Francis
·.....
....

..

The Emperor.was both illtellectually and

PC?li~ically_weak.

him - "The King is a stout,dark-comTicknor describes
. .
plexioned, sallow young man of si~-and-twenty, a ~;ttle
-

'

and
eyes,
and address, with black
manners
his
in
awi.M{rd
.
.
.. .
.
'
, '1
not an agreeable

e~pression

not a ve:.ly bad one.
tempered.

of countenance, but still

He is said to be vulgar and 111 ·

Among other things that are reported of

61.

him, a diplomatic

gentl~J.ll.@_.J;old

me

~e

lmew it to be a

fact that he had been rude to his late queen, a Princess
. .
..

.or· sara.inia,

....

.

• he pulled out a chair from under her, so

She had the spirit. to turn
.

that she fell to the floor.

gentleman,
The
but I iind th'at I have married a Tazzarone. ,u 53
upon him and say, 'I thought I

~ad m~rried_a

ministers quarreled over the inheritance of the regime

and every member of the royal family interfered with
the government .... "Austria ·was an absolute monarchy with54
out a monarch."
The testament of Francis was at once dis.regarded.

Kolowrat was angered because his name had not even been
'+-•

•

..

'~

:m.!11?-~ic:>ned_, .

.

.

B.!1~ _~-is_

,,_

disregarding_ of_

~

~()l~~~t. _i~ th~ foun~a-

accusation which Bibl stresses that this will
tion of ......the
55
.
There seems to
was a fraud, the work of Metternich.
"

be little to justify this attitude as the will was probably
written, as Bibl himself

s~~~st~,

at the Emperor's ovm instigation.
Fran~~~.

to rely upon

in 1831 or 1832,

and

It was natural for

Met~eri:iich wi~h whomhe_J:ia~ wo~ked

so_ ~~3:Lg, ra~~er then upon Kolowrat~ a !le_w m~, . ~o to

Metternich.intended to have Kolowrat retire but

speak.

allowed
a protest that Metternich
raised such
the latter
.
.
..
.

~

:t}&lJl to remain in his position.
'.

~

.

.

..

~

....,

.

.

The 11oyal family began

to assert itself, end most of the members were unfeiendly

62.

to Metternich, especially the Archduke Charles and John
Charle~,

sidered

who became field marshall of the Empire conof Metternich t() the

th~ r~.s.~stanc~

to be foolcbsh. 56
The second son of

Z~itgeist

Palmerston
supported. Archduke Charles.
.
.

'

Francis~'

~

-·

'

.. '

~·

-.

,.

~

Francis Charles.was not

provided with an office because of tradition.

. His wife,

Sophia·, was very active - and very intimate with the
reigning Queen Caroline Augusta.

The issues were sharply

drawn.

Metternich favored return of the Jesuits, not
merely to Galicia, but to all Austria. 57
His opponents
condemned the Jesuits and urged a reduction of the.army.
Metternich, while Kolowrat was 111 in
ceeded to initiate reforms.

four sections, which were to report
Reichsrat

presiden~

07.~epresentative

pro-

He revived the Staatsrat

of his plan of 1814 - dividing the
which was to have as

1~36,

administr~tion i~to

~o a St~a~s-lt~nferen~

Metternich

idea

~r

1917

~imself.

~a~

not

The

r~vive~.

Metternich succeeded in having his reforms introduced in
1836.

By eo acting , he, himself was violating the

will of Francis that he should change nothing.
not the Emperor changed his views later?

But had

The consent

of Archduke Louis was won 31 October 1836 and he warmly
urged his friends to support the changes as a matter ot
patriotism.

63.

At this juncture Archduke John, Metternich's
long-standing enemy took up the cause of Kolowrat, who
was very popular.

Metternich was charged

- and with

justice - of furnishing the Carlists in Spain with
financial

The result of the contest was a

assistance·~

compromise..

Metternich's scheme was preserved, but

he was given a greatly reduced. role.

Archduke Louis,

not Metternich, became the president of the Staatskonferenz.
Kolowrat was chairman of the Staatsrat and director of
finance and internal police.

Metternich had had little

control over the police tntil 1831, from which time until
1836, he ex.erted considerable influence over _Sedl~itzlty' s
department. 58
Memb~rs of. the Imperial Family became
..

.

members of the Conference.

59

Thus Metternich

w~s

given

an absolute check in internal affairs in Austria.
was not even president of the ministerial
his own creation.

His only

continuations of the policy

confe~ence,

accomplishm~~ts

of

Ferdinand had been crowned king of Hungary.
co~one.tion

of

were

~he

frequent ~oronations in

the various parts of the Austrian Empire.
to the imperial

He

18~5~.

he .was

In 1830
In addition
crov~ed.X,:in~ ..

Of Bohemia, '7. Sept. 1836 and. _King of_ Lom~a~~Y-Y~J?:etia
Milan 1n 1838.

at

Th~se coronations were practicaily the

64.

limit Metternich allowed

~imself

in conciliation of

At any
rate, they were
recognitions of
.
.

nationalism~

the national complexes of/the Empire.

Metternich was now alone, without henchmen in
the supreme council, where Kolowrat held the ascendancy. 60

If he had persevered in his original purpose to eliminate
Kol()wrat t:rom the administration he

c~uld probab~y

have

succeeded in securing further reforms, but he lacked
steadfastness.

Even whenKolowrat was restored Mettem-

nich could have

'

~·

.

him if he had formed a party,

defeat~d

He lacked

but he refused to be a partisan.

and

~ourage

Time after time in his

his nature abhorred a fight.

career he abandoned plans of reform for fear of' opposition.
Moreover, Austrian affairs were too petty ..to . become in~

vol ved in party politics, he . thought; for. a

conflict would injure his

v~~~~n ~

abroa?-.•

pr~stige

party

_F.inall~ h~

was too old; at ~he age o~- 65 (~837) he had los~ t~e·en
thusiasm which he must have had, in some degree,
earlier
. . ... ..
-·
,...

.

in his career.

Clam·M~tinitz

and. some of his friends

wished· that he would form
a.party,
.

he considered .the
61
interests of_ the state, of. the whole, a"t?oye ~~~~~f. _ .
..

b~
.

~

~

He.. .. was paying
. . the price of . his. own weaknesses,
. .
'

.

his se~~ comp~acency.

'

"

.

. ..

._.

....

.

~

.,

'. ..

He was co~pletely i_s?l~.t:d•

Clam-M~tinitz told Kubeck, 8 Jan. 1838: "The whole

65.

power lies in the hands of one minister - Kolowrat.
Metternich fights upon unequal terms.

He is careful

of the end and seeks to preserve the State.
disregards the means1n62

Kolowrat

Metternich whom the legend

calls the master of kings was· impotent in his own landt
In 1838 he stirred himself to a -pro.test.

It was in

Dejected and disillusioned, ·Metternich became

vain.

111 and selected Count Fiq~elmo~t as his successor.
Grillparzer said of Metternich. in 1839: "Denn ob nicht

. i~t .

63

tot, er lebt doch auchnicht mehr." ·

. . . . Authorities

. 1·

quar~eled

among themselves; .the administration was in

Kub,ck in alarm declared., "The Austrian ..
64
Govern.men t is on the road to revolutionary anarchy. tt

confusion.

In the forties religion became more th§Ji ever the
65
important issue in Austrian internal politics.
In
order to understand the situation it is.necessary to

trace Metternich's religious attitudes and policy.
'

<

"•

""'·'•"-r•••,.,

'-•

~

Personllly Me~ternich vvas not at fi~s~. illiberal~ in
his beliefs, as

wa~ n~ tural

for_ one

nurture~ ~y, ~he

Auf'klarung. . However, his religion was of a negative
.

.

odlaracter.

66

.' While desiring to be a good

social p.eace '.fas the more important.
he adhered because. it was

C~tholic,

To Catholicism

authoritati~e,

mind Protestantism was revolutionary. 67

whereas in his
His philosophic

66.

rationalis~ taught_~im

the

of

:unalte:~ble r~ule

.

law which led him praot·i oally to fatalism.

68

n~tural

He - m9:de
a compl~te .di~tinction. between. reason~· and feel~~g. 69
....

_.,..

...

"lieltgion 1st vernuzif't .religion, moral 1st vernunf'tmoral-*' 70
these were his beliefs, and they were opposed to religious
idealism.

At the Congress of' Vienna .Metternich was instrunmntal
in securing

arti~le

XVI of the Bundesoit which guaranteed

toleration to both Roman Catholics and Protestants on
equal terms.71

of' the

In 1816 the question of ageneral concordat

States through the\Bundestag was discussed
and Metternich gave his hearty support. 72
When the matter
Ge~an

was brought bef6re the Bundestag later in the· same year a
1•

,,

, ••

-

•

decision was made that the Bund had no jurisdiction, Consali~i

the Papal Secretary1 was then f'ree to make eoncor-

data with the individual Germen States.

its strongest supporters died and Montgelas, one of its
oth~r.supporters,

tract.

was summoned to Rome

an~ f'orc~d

to re-

Montgelas,. who as prime minister, had resisted

ultra-montanism in Bavaria t:111d had demanded

~ ~e~arate

national church for Bavaria, was suddenly dismissed in
.,

·•

Feb. 1817., due to the pressure brou.ght §o

r•

bea~. by. ~J:l<:).

Crown Prince of Bavaria by Count Wrede, by Metternich, add
the Church influences.

Metternich proposed as a compro-

67.

mise that separate concordats be dravm. up by the separate
states on a common plan. 73

In Austria Metternich was comparatively liberal

74
in his attitude toward the Protestants and the Jews.
When the Jesuits sought readmittance to the Hapsburg

fought the idea and succeeded
realms in 1814, Metternich
.
75
For the Ul~ra~mont\Vlists
in having them excluded~

and

the romantlcists Metternich had no sympathy.

He

objected strongly to being· co.ns~dered the J?r.9_tector o~
Schlegel' s Ul tra-montone paper,· ConoordiaJ·76 However,
despite all his condemnations of the Ultras he preferred
.

them to ·the Liberals - Chateaubriand to Benjamin Constant.
At Vienna the ecclesiastics exercised a great influence
ov~r

J?Ublic. affairs in a· most illiberal fashioll.'

·an~

Metternich's influence was checked in its liberal
- .... aµns.
",

An Archbishop almost controlled the theatre

.cens~rship.

78
·

The production of Leasing's "Nathan der Weise" was for-

bidden, .end even two Bi~l+cal plays - "Abraham" and
79
devoted· to
Three. magazines
torbidde:p.,•
"Jacob", . were
-··- - .... , - ·-. 80
,' - .
- .
..
'

theatre criticism were

sub~ected

to the

ce1:l8.?~~~~P·

·

any non-authoritative discussion was
Any innovations,
.
.
".

'

discouraged, and the Emperor supported the Churchmen.
The Bible Society problem is an excellent illus-

tration of the interference of the Austrian clergy in

77

68.

·politics.

Originating in London it spread rapidly

abroad; and, it was strongly supported by the Russian Czar.
·In 1816 it appealed to the Austrian Government for admission

and· 'Met.ternioh was quite favorable• August, September, 1816.

81

Although earlier in 1816 the Pope had condemned the Bible
Society for Poland,:Metternich assured the Bible Society's
representative that he would support its ease before
Emperor Francis, directed him how to present his case and
.even arranged for Stadion's support of it.
...

was favorable-even the censorship.

Everything

Neverti1eless J the

petition failed for the bishops of Hungary protested against
the Society to the Emperor that its activities were contrary
to Papal regulations •. · The Emperor was won over by the
ecclesiastics,
tion.

and Metternich per .force changed his posi-i..-7.

He now .form.ally disapproved of the Society as a secret

mystical sect.
Metternich visited Italy in 1817, and although he
did not go on to ·Rome as was expected, he exchanged cordial
letters with

Consali~.

He

apparently found evidence of

the work of various sects and secret societies and voiced
a stern disapproval.

82

. When the Czar complained of the

expulsion 'of the Bible Society from Austria Metternich explained to Nesselrode, the Russian minister, the constant
· ·opposition of Emperor Francis to the "maladie biblique"··
~

-

"For myself", he declared, "I read only Luther's translation,

69.

'the best which has ever been made in any country, and.·
in a 11 ving language. tt 83

By 1819 re.lations of Austria

-

and the Papacy.became closer; the explanation was a mutual
fear of the Carbonari, the Free Masons and the."sects".
Metternich accompanied the Emperor to Rome.

Having gone

farther away from hi~ tolerant views of 1815·, Metternich
upon hearing

or

the murder of Kotzeh;&e blamed on Luther all

the liberal and radical

agitation,~or

Luther had struck

.at authority. 84
Consalitl died in 1824, following his master, Pius

VII who died the preceding year.
was chosen against the will of

Leo XII (1823-1829)

Austria~

The new Pope

repudiated tolerance and was a thorough monasbic reactionary.
He died 10 February,1829,

VIII

hate~

byrall the people.

Pius

(1829-30) lived only twenty months after his elec•
Gregory XVI (1830-46)

tion.

appealed to Austria for

assistance in putting down the revolt:a in Romagna in 1831.
The Powers 1n 1831 demanded reforms in the Papal States. 85
f

The Austrians betired but were recalled in 1832 by Cardinal
Albani.

Then Casimir Perier sent a French fleet end

occupied Ancona until 1838.
was a breach
it.

or

Metternich declared the invasion

international law, but Palmerston supported

On the death of Casimir Perier, the French Government

changed its policies and expelled the Liberals from Ancona.

The Papacy supported by Mette-rn!ch refused all other reforms

70.

on the theory that they c0-1.1.ld only be granted by a government
which is absolutely free.

86

Under the influence of the

Sanfediste, the Papacy hired 5,000 mercenaries who instituted
a

r~lign

of terror which D'Azeglio pronounced a disgrace to

mankind and to religion.
While the Zelanti party were at the height

or

their

power in Rome, Metternich was approaching religious reaction.
Geritz wrote on 5 December, 1830: "The prince (Metternich)
believes the catechism like a child.

Melonie, his third

wif'e, and her mother Molly were friendly to the

Jesuits~·,

Metternich heard mass daily in his private chapels."
The liberals considered him a fanatic;

and
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'

indeed marvelous

changes had ta.ken place in the former Waltmann, the Freigeist.
There were several reasons:

the Jesuit connections of

·his wife, the reaction from the 1830 revolutions, the
tendency of

retreat, to become an· apostle of conservatism.

He looked upon.himself almost as an instrument of God.

88

By 1829. Metternich seemingly had quite lost his earlier

ability to compromise.

"Ein umgekehrter Talleyrand
.,

Obwohl sonst gegen seine Affe,

Fangt er mit dem minister an
Und endiget als Pfaffe. tt

'71.

''Mi t Gott stand ich sonst nicht

Nun Dl9°Ch ich mich intim
Er 1st doch wahrhaft absolut
·und hochlich.legitim.u
Thus Grillparzer

89

scof'fe~

at the piety which ?vte.tternich

the former "Waltman", had acquired.
Metterniohts increasing sympathy for the Jesuits
was soon revealed in deed.

In 1833 the Zillerthaler

Inklinanten were warned to leave the land; and in 183'7 they
were actually expelled,

90'

-in violation of the toleration

provisions in the Bundesoct of which Metternich was the
The will of the Emperor of 1835 was a complete
author. 91
abandonment of Josephism.

There were two testaments and

the second or religious one

wa~

in the handwriting of

Archbishop Wagner, whom Bibl accuses of having the dying
92
.
Emperor sign without knowing its contents.
Having failed in his attempts to secure vital changes
in the political administration 01' .. the Empire in 1836-17,
Metternich .by 1839-40 turned t·o ·the issue ~f' church relations.

'_The Jesuits .were recalled.

An

arrang~ment

was made in

Catholic clergy were given charge of
1841 by which Roman
, ..
_the education· of children.

~olowrat

fortlUlately secured

a modification of'. the.arrangement to allow their parents
93
Also another revision
to have charge of their education.
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was made for mixed

marriage~..

Metternich in fact prac-

tically abandoned the principles of teleration.

This

was reactionary.

These reactionary moves were not due to any principle
or conviction.

They were due to political .exigencies.

Metternich never believed in tradition as did Chateaubriand,
de Maistre and de Bonald.

His nature was not essentially

An opportunist par excellence the moral world

religious.

was relative in his point of view.

In common with his

Jesuit friends he believed that the end justifies the means.
Thus in 1844, he.did not hesitate to urge the Emperor to
break with the p·apacy if necessary.

Religion with Metternich

was an instrmnent of policy- as it was for Napoleon- to
keep the masses in intellectual subjection and political
There were other reasons for Metternich's

servitude.

ecclesiastical reaction:

a desire to prevent Bavaria

,

from becoming the. leading Catholic State and a desire to
unite South Germany under the banner of Catholocismto check
94
Prussia's expansion.

Again Metternich was defeated by-

wonder of wonders- a liberal Pope, Pius IX, elected in

1846.

It is no marvel, then, that the Revolution of

1848 was Josephiat in its origin; a

or

rev~lution

\.\n favor

toleration, directed against Metternichian intolerance

and reaction.
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The religious issues merged into others of a more
distinctly political nature.
tendencies of

Mett~ernich

The only remaining Liberal

were economic.

. Conseqµently

he supported a mid European Taf'fft Union. 95

The Liberals,

who thus found Metternich their opponent in everything
else, carried on their agitation against him both openly
and under cover.

Literary societies were formed for

political purposes, such as the Shakespeare Society.
Bauernfeld, though an Austrian official, openly condenmed
96
the government and ~olawrat encouraged him.
Indignant
at Metternicns policies)his opponents expressed their ·
disapproval in a song:

"o

Metternich, O Metternich,
Ich wollte dass das Wetter ~ich
Tief in den Boden schlUge." 7
."•

Metternich now turned to organize a party, princi•'

pally in Hungary, under Szechenyi.

Its program was re-

actionary - aiming to take away from the Hungarian ~iet

.
. 98
the privilege of initiating legislation. -

The Govern-

ment was in chaos, donde:mned by its own employees.

At

last Metternich, feeling the need for constitutional reform sent Archduke John in 1847 to England to study English
1nst1tutions. 99

Palmerston urged the Chancellor to

conciliate the Zeitgeist and grant
tions.
the

representat~ve

instiuu-

On.the birthday of Francis Joseph, March 13,1848,

revolu~ion·began

attacking Sedlnitzky and Metternich,.

w:qo, V'{as. just ·on the point of drafting a plan foz,a a Cc:m-

sti tution.

He was too late.Already upon hearing of the

February Revolution in France, he had remarked - "eh bien,
mon oher, tout est fini."
fulfilled.

How soon the prophecy had been
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. Part II. Italy.

Aus,~rian

influence in Italy was exercised in

Lombardy-Ven etia was a possession of

various ways.

Austria and· was ruled directly by the crown.

Some of

the Italian States as Tuscany; Parma, Modena and Lucca
were closely bound to Austria by _family ties.

Others

as Naples and the Papal States and even Sardinia, awhile

independent were influenced by Austria.

:Metternich's

own influence in Italy was primarily limited to the last
Therefore his hands were not as free in

two groups.
Italy as in

Ger~any.

However, Italy's importance in
.

.

his polity was very great, for Italy was an outpost of
Austria.

Metternich's Italian policy was in its essence

one of preservation .
Italian nationalism, although it received its
nurturing from

th~

French Revolution and Napoleon, found

encouragemen t at that period also from Austria.

At the

time of the war of 1809 Archduke John of Austria harangued
the Italians: "Hear me, Italians and engrave on your
hearts what truth and reason demand of you.

Your are

slaves of France; for her wealth, for her your lives are
sacrificed •••

If God will but second the virtuous en-
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, deavors of the Emperor ,,Francis and of his potent ailies,
Italy may again be happy in herself.

to the

~atu~e

A Constitution sl}.ited

of the Italian provinces, to their true politi-

cal state, will. be given to promote their prosperity, and
to secure them from eve71 insult inflicted_ by a foreign

power."

1

The call had little success; the Italians were

not certain that an Austrian victory would give Italy her
Four years later during the War of Liberation

liberty.

(1813) the same appeal was made, this time by General
but

-VSQ

!~failed

for siinilar reasons.

2

~ugent,

The First Peace of Paris (30 May 1814) provided
that Lombardy-Venetia wo,uld go to Austria, without definite

boundaries, both because

of

Austria's historic claims end

Genoa even·asked to be
The Lombard
annexed to Austria rather than Sardinaa. 3

former paternal rule there.

delegation itself was divided; one of the two factions
wished Austrian

~ule

restored.

At the Congress of

Vienna on the request of the people t>llemselves, the

Vattelline was added to Lombardy-Venetia, and the province

was given fixed boundaries.
In the summer of 1814, Wessenberg was sent to Lom4
bardy to investigate the situation and to make a report.
This document favored retainigg the national Italian idea,

and the Napoleonic institutions in North .Italy as ..far
as possible - emen the name, the kingdom of Italy.
Metternich/not only approved of ·the plan but made preparations to go ahead on this basis..

He was already in

1814 at work on a plan for the future government or
Lombardy-Venetia. 5
When Metternich allowed the Papacy
to regain the Legations at the Congress of Vienna, he
did so on the condition that they must have liberal
government.

Oonsalir, $he Papal Secretary, retorted -

then you will have to give a government comparable - a
constitution - to North Italy.
. .

Metternich replied that

his plans were essentially such.

6

Emperor Francis, however, rejected all such plans
for the Kingdom of Italy.

Contrary to the promises of

. Austria of'l809 and 1813 Emperor Francis was resolved to
treat Lombardy-Venetia like all the other parts of his
realm and not to recognize its .national status!
was even intent on sweeping Germanization.

He

He also

intended to apply the Church policy of Austria, which
was Josephist and Febronian.

The 'ope appointed the

bishop of Chdoggia in 1814 without consulting Austria •
.Emperor Francis, feeling greatly offended repaid in like
coin, when he appointed a Germen and Febronian as bishop
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The Pope was compelled to yield the
8 The
next year in respect to the bishop of Chioggia.
of Milan (1816).

Emperor's policy antagonized every class in LombardyVenetia: the clergy, and the business interests in
particular, - for these normally would have supported

.Austrian authority.

Sauraxt,, and Strassoldo, successors
I

of Bellegarde, the first governor, were faithful
ponents of the Emperor's policy.

ex-

A close censorship

was established and even Dante corrected.

9

Foreigners

were closely watched and correspondenc e in the mails
There was no Austrian of first rank in the
administratio n. 10

read.

.

day:
Francis told the French ambassador, one
.

"Mj' people are foreigners to one another; so much the
better.

They will not catch the same illnesses at the

same time.

In France when you are attacked by a fever

you catch it all on the same day.

I send Hungarians to

Italy, and Italians to Hungary, and each one looks after
his neighbor.

They do not understand one another, they

hate one another, but their antipathy gives birth to

order, and their mutual hatred secures the general peace."

11

'79.

Count Bellegarde, who first

serve~

as governor ·

of Milan, protested against the Germanizing policy of
the

Emperor~

and incurred great hostility at Vienna be-

cause of his desire to govern for the benefit of the
Italian people.

Metternich also protested against the
"'-."

"fatherlyn regime in North Italy.

In a memorandum of

3 Nov. 1817, even though it was after the Wartburg festival
and student demons·i;ratiou in Germany, ht: advised tolerance
for the time to secret societies.

"In design and principle

d~vided

alllon§ themselves

these sects change every day and on the morrow may be
ready to fight against one another.

The surest way of

preventing any one of them from becoming too powerful
.

is to leave these sects to themselves."

12

He assured

the Emperor that there was much dissatisfaction with
Austrian rule, especially "with the design attributed to
your majesty of· wishing to give ail entirely German character
to the Italian provinces.
"to remove as .soon

ll.S

Metternich urged the Emperor

possible these defects and short-

oomings of the administration to quicken .and advance the
progress. of business, to conciliate the national spirit
and self-love of the nation by

giving to these

provinces

a form of a Constitution which might prove to the Italians

-'

so.
~

.

·\

'

that we have no desire to deal with them exactly as with
the· German provinces of the monarchy. nl 3
It was the same
.....

time·. that Metternich was urging a Constitution for Austria.
,

.

/

He . also wanted abolition of' the internal tariffs.

It is

needless to ·say that Metternich's counsel was no.t followed

and(as usual he yielded.
· '.:· In August 1818 an extremel7 strict censorB.hip'.Was
established at:Milan. 14
In August 1819, the law of' high.
.
:
15
trea,son was proclaimed.
Various plots were discovered

some aiming a.t

Q

World revolution·.

Two Of the agitlltors 1

Silvio Pellico, a phantastic

captured, became famous.

poet and a Carbonoro, and Frederico Conf'alonieri, who
.

'

.

.•

.

was introducing the Lancaster school method into Italy.

16

Marie Louise

The Emperor Wi'shed to have both executed.

of Parma and others wished to have them pardoned.

THe

police directors of Milan and Venetia interceded in their

behalf'.

They were imprisoned in the Spielberg fortress.

In 1824 Confalon1er1 was allowed to go to Vienna in chains
to confer with Metternich and Francis.

The Emperor ottered

to pardon him if he denounced his friends.

He refused. ·

Metternich, time after time, asked the Emperor to mitigate
their puniQhment. 17
In prison in 1832 Pellico wrote his
famous book 1 Le Mie Prigioni
them all over Europe.

, which

ar~used

sympathy for

Metternich agreed that the story ot

their sufferings, although

ex~ggerated

in popular accounts,

ai.

had a basis of truth.,

Oneeof his first acts, therefore,

after the death of Francis I in 1835, l{as to secure their
pardon by Ferdinand.

.

.'"'<t

........ ,

The ·reign of Ferdinand was beneficial in mat'erial
advantages for Austrian Italy. ,

In the early 1840's

Metternich·and Kubec~ secured a railroad from Vienna to
18
.
Seven million florins were spent
Milan and Venice. ·
the

,by·Austria.1 in developing the port of Venice, and

dying connnerc1al city aga.in:.::·became a significant centre
.
19
. . .
The Austrian· administration encouraged widely
Of trade·~

2,

247.townships only 50 lacked
The great misfortune
elementary schools for· boys. 20

education.

. In 1846, of

about thie system of education was political
and the

attem~t

manipulation~

of _the administration to follow the

reactionary will of Emperor Francis whose views

on educa-

tion were expressed 1n·a.·speeoh.to the professors of the
Gymnasium at Laybach-"Keep yourselves to what is old, .for
that is good;

if. our ancestors have proved it to be good,

why should we not do as they did?

New ideas are now

coming forward, ·of which I do not, nor ever shall, approve.
Mistrust these ideas and keep to the positive.

I have no

need of learned men; I want fai thfu}. subj.ects .·tt 21 .
The Austrian· regime in Lombardy-Venetia promoted
4

material prosperity but the spirit of Italy was stifled.
True it promoted literature and the arts.

It offered

82.

"or· which

prizes for poems and paintings
'

the subject and

even the colour was to be dictated by the Government."
~

or

Menz, a police agent, proposed an Academy

Poetry under

the direction of the Austrian Government so that the

Menz also

intellectual movement could be controlled.
suggested large subsidies totthe theatre
No wonder Young Italy was rebellious.

or

La Scala. 22

Giorgio Pallov1c1no,

one of the released Spielberg prisoners, described Milan
as the 11 L"'9.1J.d or· the Dead tt. 23
It is self-evident from the foregoing that the
blame for misrule in Lombardy-Venetia belongs to the
Emperor rather than to Metternich.
of Metternich is Dather for the

·The responsibility

gener~l

Italian policy

of Austria in this era •. ·
Believing a united Italian nation to be hopeless,
and Italy "a mere geogr.aphical expression" 24- as ·it was
at the time- Metternich attempted a sort of federal scheme
for Italy.
~taliaa,

In the autumn

or

1814, he proposed his Lega

or Italian Confederation plan, which was more

or less a concession to Italian nationalism.

The League

was to be a band of sovereign Princes to maintain the inner

and outer security of Italy.

The Assembly was to be under
the presidency and chairmanship of Austria. 25
The police

were to be under Austrian directorship.

Bellegarde, the

Austrian governor of Lombardy-Venetia wanted the police of

83.

all the States to be under a like regime.

Sardinia, backed

by1:Russia, refused to join the Lega Italica; Tuscany and
the Papal States also refused, by 1816 and 1817. 26
Metter/

nich's alternative was a system of alliances.

He sought

offensive and.defensive alliances with England and Sardinia
in 1811, relative to Italian affairs, but failed in both
instances.

.Metternich when at Florence in 1817, urged

his Lega. Italica scheme most strongly--but to no effect.
Oonsalir,. the eminent papal secretary was willing to help
·27

Austria in putting down the Carbonari,
no farther.

Metterilll~

but would go

cherished his Lega Italica idea

many years, and tried to secure its adoption, as late as
1829.

By 1820 he found himself in a position where he

had to employ force rather than persuasion to secure his

ends.

As long as

Consali~~

was Papal secretary, the

Papal States pursued a policy of moderation.
like Metternich, loved the via media.

Consal1Jf,

He himself' was

in favor of liberal government and objected to the·censorship or Alf'ieri's works. 28
He thus incurred the hostility

of the Ss.nfedists.

Pacca, leader of the

Ult~

was the

chief opponent of Consalilf in the Papal States.

In Naple, Austria had a special position by the
alliance treaty of 2 June, 1815.

29

This treaty provided

that Naples was to grant no forms of government which did
not exist in Lombardy-Venetia.

It was probably meant to

84.

be a check against the Ultras and a White Terror. 30

The

1820 revolution at Naples in imitation of the Spanish

revolution was a surprise to Europe.

Austria by the

special na:ture of the treaty of 1815, had a right to intervene.
Metternich secured a general confirmation or Austrian intervention as a treaty right at the Latbach Congress.

At Lai-

bach most of' .the Italian States were very subservient to
Austria.

Some of' them were reactionary and Metternich

urged upon them reforms.

The Papal States, however,

made strenuous opposition to the march of the Austrian
troops across their land.

The Austrian victory at !ieti

recovered Naples for King Ferdinand and a bitter reaction
set in, although Metternich urged moderation, and even a
sort of' constitution·. 31 .'
Naples paid the expenses of the Austrian army of
intervention, ·and through the influences of Metternich
the Rothsch1lds floated a loan for Naples.

'lhe Austrian

army of' intervention was not withdrawn until 182?.32

Piedmont suppressed her own revolution but consented
to Austrian assistance.

Austrian troops occupied Turin

and Alessandria with the consent or King Charles Felix.
As a result or the reaction, which followed, the Universities
of Turin and Genoa were closed for a year.

The Papal States

alone of the Italian States sought to pursue an independent
policy in 1821, and they,too, had to yield.

1821 was the
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year of :Met_ternich's greatest influence in Italy.

Austrian

preponderance was supreme, and~here was no danger of French
intervention.

Metternich planned a central Investigation

· Connnission similar. to the Mayence Commission in Germany.
Modena was.eager to have it, but the opposition of the Papal
States defeated the

m~asure.~

In 1831 there were revolts in Parma, Modena, Qlld
the Papal States •

Austria crushed the revolutionary

.movements- which were not as dangerous as in 1820.
There was no occasion for intervention elsewhere.

Austrian

influence in the Papal States was gree.ter than in 1821 1
but Austrian preponderance generally was not as great as
in 1821.

Moreover, it was challenged by the French, who

occupied Ancona, until 1837.

34

.

In 1838 Metternich succeeded in having a crowning
of' the Emperor:-Ferdinand with the ancient iron crown as

King of' Lombardy.

The rulers. of all the States of' Italy

were present, except the King Of Sardinia and the.Pope,
who were indisposed. 35
appearance of

.

~

The assembly of princes gave the

Italian Bund under Austrian presidency •

This was the last attempt of Austria to conciliate Italian
nationalism.

Metternich, who attended the ceremony, was

greeted with demonstrations and cheers, which brought
pain to Mazzini.

Despite the appaluse, however, the Italians
were unfriendly in reality tn Austria. 36
Manzoni refused
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to meet Metternich.
In 1841 Kubeck proposed an Italian Zollverein, but
37
.
The election or·
it met with Metternich's disapproval.
"Pio Nono", a reputed Liberal, as Pope in 1846 was a severe
Although Austria
blow to Austrian prestige in Italy. 38
seemed to have a strong hold over Sardinia by reason of the
marr3·.ci.ge of the heir, Victor Emanuel, with the daughter of

the Archduke Rainer, .the Austrian Viceroy of Lombardy-Venetia,

nevertheless, the weakness of Austria was lmown by the
Liberals.

It is significant that Sam.buy, the Sardinian

envoy at Vienna declared that only Metternich held the
39
A~so in '1843 Mtuzini wrote,
Austrian Empire together.
"Austria is a terrible fantasy only to those who do not
.. 40
A tariff, struggle be tween·
look lb.er in the face. 11
Sardinia and Austria in 1846 alienated even Sardinia from
Austrian influence.41

iu.detzky, the Austrian general

occupied Romagna in 184?.

42

Russia and Prussia approve4,

but Guizot supported the independence of the Italian States.
Mazzini and Garib'tJ.di offered the Pope their aid.

In

October 1847, Metternich insisted that there was

no choice

or compromise:

anarchy~5

that reform was destruction and progress

Then the revolutions of 1848 commenced.

The· rise of Italian Nationalism gave
the reputation of being their supreme foe.

Me~ternich

He was in

truth the opponent of a free and united Italy, but he was
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not as powerful as they imagined.

While he had succeeded

in controlling the German confederation, he miserably
failed in Italy.

His plan of a Lega Italica was defeated.

The Italian States were more belligerent than the German,
and Metternich was obliged to sesort to force to gain his
ends.

His greatest influence was in 1824, but even then

the Papacy acted independently.
his position, from without.

After 1831, France threatened

Sardinia and the Papal States

were both free from his influence by 1846.

A commercial

league between Rome, Sardinia, ~! Tuscany was planned alld
Lord Minto representing En.gland,
it.

Ind~ed,

was sent to encourage

the Western Powers came to the aid of the

Italian Nationalists and this support forecast the doom

ot Metternich and his Italian policy.

Impatient and

passionate young Italy unjustly laid all the blame for
the Austrian System upon Metternich and

~obe~t

Browning

could write his poem, "The I:ealis.n in England" in 1845
with those frightful lines,
·uI could grasp Metternich until

I felt his red wet throat distil ·
In blood through these two hands."
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Part III. Germany.
A typical present-day statement of the tradition

by outstanding English historian runs thus:
"The German Federation established by the Powers;
in 1815, was intended to hand out Germany to the management

of

Austri~.and

the lead.

Prussia.

Metternich quickly assumed

His aims, though concealed with much art

beneath. a cloud of pompous phrases were simply and
brutally realistic.

He believed that the one necessity

was to crush Liberalism, Constitutionalism, and Parliamentarism in Germany.
rate.

Prussia was mili'biU!istic at any

So long, therefore, as Austria pursued this reac-

tionary policy, Prussia would be obliged to follow in
her wake.

Metternich trusted to win her gratitude and

support by discouraging the feeble constitutional experiments made by the rulers of Bavaria, Wurtemberg, SaxeWeimar.

He was .to prove completely successful.nl
"

A primary basis for the Metternich Legend has
been his German Policy.

This policy, it insists, was

a consistent reaction against Liberalism and Nationalism,
and the German Confederation (Bund)-1815-186?- was ·the

creation and tool of Metternich.tr
A recent American text enlarges upon this legend:

•

"All Europe joked about this 'Center of Inertia'.in which
•
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delay was easier than actionu •••

"Germany-. was at the mercy

of a union of, jealousy, selfish princes.

Since Metternti.ch

had regarded a United German Nation as the'infamous object•,
he now held a divided Germany under his thumb.

The Confede-

ration was .to do for Germany what the Quadruple Alliance
was to do for Europe; mamely, preserve the existing social
and political institutions unchanged.

prevailed; and

Metter~ich grin~ed

po1ntments of the Liberals.

Absolutism generally

in mockery· at the disap-

Progressive

and

n~wspapers

societies were suppressed and even the display
black-red-gold national emblem was proscribed.

or· the
The surest

way to be thrown into prison was to appear in the streets
in a blackcoat, red vest, and a straw hat.

·With the

triumph of autocracy, the German people increased their
efforts to overthrow it.

The enforcement of the Metternich

system seemed to be a victory for the old order and ancient
.Institutions." 2
These are ·only typical of the many writers who follow
the story of the Metternich Legend.

In order to see what

in reallty Metternich's policy was, a review of the creation
and workings of the German Bund from 1815 to 1835 is necessary.
Only by a detailed study of the correlations or the situation
and the man, is it possible to go behind the Legend to the facts.
The tradition when analyzed can be reduced
three points.

to

First, the Germen Bund was essentially
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illeberal;
lack of

second, Metternich was re.sponsible for 1 ts

libe~alH1;n;

third, by means .of the Bund Metternich

forced upon the other States reactionary measures.

These

indictments require a careful study of German history.
In.1806, the year Metternich went to Paris, the
Holy Roman Empire which had theoretically, at least,
·united"Germanyn finally came to an end.

Actually, the

Empire was a mere symbol.of departed power.

Germany since

1648 had been practically a League of sovereign Princes-

Napoleon erected in place of ·the Empire a Rhenish Confedera.tion

fro~

which both Austria and Prussia were excluded.

The policy

o.:r Napoleon encouraged the particularism of the

South German States, and accustomed the Germans to a vigorous
censorship and police system. 3
, The revolt against Napoleon took the form of the
Regeneration Movement which stressed national sentiment.
It found expression especially in the work of Stein in
Prussia, in the sangs of Arndt, and in ·such organizations

as

the Tugendbund (Virtue League), the 'l\a'fnverein and

GermanySociety. . In Austria likewise there was a regeneration
movement with war fetas, stirring songs and military
reforms.

The enthusiasm vented itself in another unlucky

war with Napoleon in 1809, which had a tragic aftermaththe capture and execution of Andreas H9fer, the Tyrolese
patriot, by French troops.

The culmination of the
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Regeneration Movement was the popular war Of Liberation
of 1813 in which Czar

Alexande~

posed as the Liberator of

At Leipzig in October 1814, Napoleon was crushed,

Europe.

the Rheinbund (Confederation of the Bhine) dissolved
and some new form of organization was required for

Germany.

The first s'tep in the direction of a new form of

government for Germany was the central commission created
by Prussia, and Russia in the treaty of Breslau 7-19

March 1813.

4

Von Stein, who was at the time adviser

to the Emperor of Russia was selected as director of the
Council of Administration- a sort of a provisional president
of Germany.

Thus Stein held the key position, but his

arbitrariness won him many enemies and probably .caused the
~efeat of his plans at the Congress of Vienna. 5
I

The second step was the anticipat617 negotiations.
When the question was raised among the allies as to the
future form of government, Emperor Francis absolutely
refused to revive·the Holy Roman Empire.
. declared:

tt Austria.

Metternich

desires not to' fight for things

Cl'wnbled away but. merely to fight for· German independence .•

Austria desires neither empire nor ascendency but the
6
Of great
natural influence of a great ·European state."
importance were the Treaties of Alliance by which the
smaller German States acceded to the Alliance against
Napoleon.

The treaties with . Wurtemberg 2 Nov,, 1813,
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Baden, 20

N~~·

and Hesse, 22 Nov. all provided specifically

for a new fo_rm of' a territorial arrangement's in Germany
at the time of the general settlement.

7

These treaties

provided specifically for a new arrangement for
They we.re reciprocal in nature.'
Sout~

Qerman states was recognized

~ermany.

The Sovereignty of the
~ut

the guarantee

committed them to the funure Bund.
The--third feature of the anticipatory negotiations
were the agreements between the Allies themselves at
Chaumont ·at t.be first J'),aace of Paris and in London, where
Austrian and Prussia came to an understanding between themselves regarding the Constitution of Germany be#ore the
time of the Congress.in Vienna.a
When the Representatives of the various German
States crune to consider the form of the new Constitution
of Germany at the Congress of Vienna, they were not at
a loss for ideas as no less than six had already been proThe first was Gagerns of 27 April, 1813, which
9
.
Other plans were those
was Republican in character.
10
vom Stein of 1st
of Count Munster of Hanover 13 May;

posed.

Oct. 1813, providing.for a division of Germany between
Austria and Prussia;ll and another proposal of Gagern,
12
'
Arndt
of 21 Oct. for a Republfcan Federation.
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suggested a' plan .very similar to the one afterwards
13
adopted by Bismarck.
Gersdorf of Saxe-llwimar
'advocated a plan on the model of Frederick The Great_• s
Bl
League of Princes.
Most important was a plan of

Stein's drafted on March 10, 1814, and submitted to
Alexander, H1'rdenberg,.Munster and Humboldt,·dividing
all Germany into seven circles and providigg for·a joint
15
Directorship of Prussia and Austria.
When

~he

Congress of Vienna met; the· questi.on of

Germany was referred to a special Commission .. of five·
BarV"aria, wnrtmibers aniL Eb.no~

States of Prussia,_AustriaJ\,Hardel'!berg and Humboldt of
Mettemic.h. en.Cl 'Wessenhe:t:S 0£ Auslna,
Prussia\and M~ster of Hanover.were all Members.
Stein's
plan of 10 March which had already been sent to Metternich
on 15 Seppember, was
J ..

submitte~

by Metternich in the form

of twelve.articles on 16 October.

17

Following Stein's

ideas, the tweive articles provided not only for a
division of Germany into Seven Circles, but for freedom
of speech, immigration and complaint for redress before

the Federation.

Every German citizen was to have the

right to study at nny German University he wished.

Each

State was to be compalled to have a representative eonsti tution.18

Bavaria opposed the plan altogether.

At

the same time, Gagern, on behalf of the smaller States,
protested on 14 October against the monop.oly of
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deliberation upon the ·Constitution exercis.ed by the
five major German courts. 19
He afterwaalds assembled
at his house,.ninete en of the
smaller

St~tes,

Repres~ntatives

of the

and a·manifesto was drafted on 16 November,

demanding that all the German States be allowed to take
part in the deliberations .
states.

20

It was signed by thirty-one

Gargen 1 s protest and the opposition of

Bavaria and Wurtemberg caused the activities or the Committee or major German· States to end. 21
Nevertheless,
during the winter months, there were informal discussions.
The only significant contribution was a so-called Austrian

plan or the 31 December,

cre~ited

or again to Metternich himself.

sometimes to Wassenberg
It was quite liberal in

its provisions and included the compulsory establismmen t
'

/

of representativ e assemblies in all or the German States. 22
On 15 February, 1815, Prussia brought forward a
new proposal, and at the same time Hunboldt presented a
plan of his own retaining the division into Circles. 23

In May,

Mettern~ch

31 December.24

brought forward again the Proposal of

When the regular conferences on Germany

were reopened on 23 May, a different Commission was
established.

After the first two sessions, the whole '

body or plenipotentia ries from all the German States were
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admitted.

25

The regular Conferences lasted until

Wurtemberg took no part in any ot them and

10 June.

Baden soon withdrew. 26

On 30 May ,·~.the article on

representative institutions received_ its final form, be, caus~ o:tfBavaria•s insistence ~,her sovereignty, the
imperative \Vas removed.
Bundesa~t

;.,.

The. general provisions of' the

were on the whole quite liberal.

· The German ,

Bund was constituted as thirty-eight states.

Austria

and Prussia were members only for those of their
which belonged to the old
authority

wa~

H~ly

Roman Empire.

~ossessions,

The central

the Bundestaat, which met at Frankfort.

The

Assembly ordinarily consisted of seventeen representatives.

However, for.matters relating to the changing of the
~

constitution, a special session, a plenum, was required,
in which every State had at least one vote, and Austria,
Prussia, Bavaria, Hanover and Wurtemberg had ·four each.
The Confederation was perpetual.

as such, had equal rights. 29

28

All its members,

The Bundestag was given

power to decide upon certain fundamental questions, for
which there was no time at Vienna to discuss, such as
regulation of commerce, a general law on liberty of the

press and the guarantee of the rights of office.

30

Article XVI guaranteed the rights of both Catholics and
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Evangelical Protestants.

The Bundestagin a t'lenum

session was expressly given power to make constitutional
amendments. 31 .

There was

no suggestion of requiring

foreign powers, who were signatories of the Treaty of
Vienna to intervene, 'n order to ratify changes.

Thus,

i-C- was somewhat ·like the British.Constitution. . The acts
of the plenum, like the acts of
Of the Constitution.

Parliament~

became pa??ts

Thus, the Bund could adapt itself

to changing conditions.

It could be used to spread

widely representative institutions, or it couilid1·,be made
the agent for carrying on repressive measures.

.It was

a young pliant maple; and those who controlled it,_ in
its first years were to bend it in the .direction in which

it was to remain for ·the fifty-two

years~

of· its life.

There are several' accussations against the

Bundesa.1(t which must be ansneed.

First, it is charg·ed

that what good there .was in it was purely a product of
the Hundred Days adopted on the spur of the mement as a

sop to hold Liberals. 32

Secondly, Sybel and other

Prussianwriters declared that ·Austria's part was one

ot consistent hostility to liberal measures and that
'
'
33
she never took the lead herself.

Thirdly, there is

the.charge that Article XIII on representative institu.tions
was too vague and indefinite, without a time limit and a
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general norm. 34

The Fourth accusation is that of

Gagern, that Austria was not sincere in supporting Article
XIII at the Congress o.f Vienna.
is a grotesque deception.
-Witil 26 February, 1815.

35

The first indictment

Napoleon did not leave Elba
Yet representative institutions

were provided for in Vom Stein's plans as presented , by
Metternich, in October, and also in the Austrian Project
of 31 December 1814.

The latter plan is evidence enough

of Austria's leadership in urging Liberal Institutions.

It is true that Article XIII was only a wish, and not a
command.

The blame for this defect was not Austria's.

It was that of Bavaria, Wurtemberg and Baden.

Bavaria

forced the removal of the imperative nsoll-shall- 11 to
ttwird - will- 11 so that the final version read:

"In a.llen

Bundestaa~ wird eine landstandische Verfa.ssung stattfinden.u 36
The particularism of the South German States, therefore,
prevented the Bund from requiring constitutional assemblies
in every State

in

the ~onfedleration.

It is.quite true

that Emperor Francis was little fond of representative
institutions.

But it is possible that Metternich ttas .

using Article XIII as a means to compel Francis to grant
reforms in Austria..

If so, natunally he would never have

revealed his underlying intentions.
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Any book which credits the failure of the Vienna
Congress to provide for more liberal measures upon Metternich, is in the wrong.

Tr~e

Bundesalit was comparatively

liberal and Metternich shared in making it so.
so understood by the people of the tinie.

It was

The Annual

Register which reflects the more liberal tendencies in
England declared: "The general tenor of these Articles
afford proof ·on the great advance of liberal principles
,,37

in this part of Europe.

The Bundestag was not received with .:fJull favor
from the very start.

Disgruntled factions wished to

substitute programs of their own.

The Prus.sian Military

party was decidedly jealous of Austria.

Indeed, Prussia

was one of the first States to hedge on the provisions
of the Bundesakt.

She refueed to submit other than

legal questions for arbitaations, before the Austragalordnung, or Judicial Commission. 38
Furthermore, she
objected to tne right of citizens of one State to migrate
and become citizens of anotner.~ 39

On the olllher !).and,

Wurtemberg was.reluctant to co-operate with the Bundestag.
Her King proposed the Sputh German Bund, to oppose Prussia
and Austria..

Stein, the leader of the Liberals, refused

his sympathy. 4o

Although offered the leadership of both
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the Prussian and Austrian delegations, and the presidency
of the Bund, he refused them. · Austria herself' tried to
carry out ,the provisions of' the Bundestaat.

Landstande

were restored. in three provinces.-Tyrol, Galicia, and
Carinthia, and initiatory steps were taken elsewhere.41
Count BuQl-Schauenstein declared that ''we wish the edifice
of our Ge~~an Bund to be sacred but ne.;,er final."42
This was a repudiation of the principle of innnobility.
However, Austria did ,not support Gagern 1 s proposal for
passing a law requiring the observance of Article XIII •
..

The policy of Austria was based on the theory that Germany was not a Bl.Uldestaat, but a Staatenbund. 43 ·In May,
1816, Karl August, Grand Duke of Saxe-Weimar, gave his
subjects a Constitution.

The Assembly which met early

in 1817, wa's the first to be ins ti tu ted under Article XIII.
When

the Saxe-Weimar Constitution was brought before' the

Bundestag for guarantee, :Metterni-ch gave his report and
'
44
The Aust~ian envoys conthe other States concurred.
gratulated Karl August.
·The general reaction in Germany after the Congress
in Vienna, started in Prussia.
the War of Liberation.

Reform was a phase of

The Rhineland Provinces were

particularly insistent upon Liberal reforms.

King

Frederick William conciliated the Movement for a time
by promising a Central Representative Body for Prussia,
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and by establishing at Bonn a University in which Arndt,
and Gorres, the fiery editor of the Rhineland Mercury,
were given positions. 4 5
Also, on 5 April, 1815, the
King actually granted the Rhenish Provinces a Charter.46
Just three months after the end of the Congress of
Vienna, September 15, 1815, Schmalz, a Prussian privy
councillor, condemned the Tugendbund and other secret
societies.

He made the surprising statement that there

had been no popular feeling in the War of Liberation,.,
and that the soldiers were serving only in obedience

to the command of the King.

Schmalz condemned the people

for even asking the King for a Constitution. 4 7
.vigorous controversy set.in.

A

The King forbade any dis-

cussion, either for or against Schmalz, and himself decorated
the reactionary with the Order of the Red Eagle. 4 8
Gorres was bitter in his denunciation of the policy of
Frederick William. · As a result, the Rhineland Mercury
was suppressed on 3 January, 1816. 49
Gorres, uncompromising,
continued his agitation and circulated petitions asking the
50
King to fulfil his promise of a Constitution.
On 8 June,

1~16,

the Jena Burschenschaft was orga-

nized and it proposed a celebration at the Wartburg castle
the next year.

The first suggestion of this festival, how-

ever, crune from Arndt himself two years earlier.

A paper

of his at that time, entitled "A'Word over the celebration
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of the Battle o:f' Leipzig", proposed festivals all over
Germany when the Germans were" to wreath their heads

in green oak leaves and their hearts with green

thoughts'~"

There were to be church assemblies, and a Thanksgiving to

God.

At dusk, fires were to be lit on the mountain sides
.
.
"5'e
t o burn until midnight •. · The year 1817 brought matters
to a climax.

It was a year of famine.

Riots occurred

at Breslau in August over cons~Q"'lptions. 51

The religio~s

phase of the

pro~ose~

the union

the Reformed and Lutheran Churches, which

of

festival was primarily to celebrate

had been pro.claimed in Prussia, 30 June, 181'7; and in
Naasau 14 August,52

The Prussian announcement proclaimed

a secular festival in co:inmemoration of the Reformation.
The celebration was apparently to be at the Wartburg, ltm.
..

the 300th anniversary of Luther's ninety-five theses.
Later, in September, the students connected the occasion
with the third Anniversary of the Battle of the Nations

at Leipzig, arid all Protestant Universities in Germany
were invited to sepd deputations to the secular festival
of the Reformation at the Wartburg castle.

On October 11,

Frederick William III announced the union of the Reformed
and Luther:en Churches as the Evangelical church.

Thus

Ol'iginally a l'eligious occasion, the ideas fitted into

both ideas, Luther and German Constitution.

For the

Wartburg castle was in Saxe•Weimar which· now had a Constitution.
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The official program of· the 18th and 19th of October
proceeded with dignity and moderation.

Addresses were

made by professors from Jena and some 200 delegates partook of the Lord's Supper.
On the evening of the 18th, the wilder spirits
broke loose and stayed in ttunauthorized rally".

Into a

blazing bonfire, were thrown the books of Schmalz, Kotzebue•s
history of ,Germany, a copy of the Code of Napoleon, a
copy of the Constitution of the Bund, and some of the works
against the new gymnas ties •.

In addition, a corporals's

staff and a pigtail, "symbols of the old military tyranny",
were burned. 53
It was a boyish "pep" rally, harmless in
1 tself, but 1 ts ·boatdness frightened the rulers.

It violated

the sanctity of rthe German Constitution;' the youths had
lost respect for authority.

One

can

imagine what would

happen if a group of. students at some. American universitl
should hold a .rally and burn with gusto the Federal Con-

stitution.

It was this student celebration which led

ultimately to the Carlsbad decree.

However, it must

not be forgotten that the students had something real
about which to protest.
The blame for the Wartburg bonfire, and the Carlsbad decrees rests ultimately on the Prussian Government,
which had promised liberal Constitution and had become

threatening to those who were eager to have its early
establishment.

Prussia had repudiated the very idea
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she had supported in the war of Liberation, and at the
Congress of Vienna.

Prussia had encouraged the student

nationalism in' its revolt against.Napoleon.

The students

were now asking for wl\at had been promised and which Hardenberg, Humboldt, and Stein, at one time or other, had themselves
urged.

Metternich had nothing to do with the Wartburg.

In fact, he was little affected by it, for it did not cause
him to adopt repressive measures.

After the Wartburg festi-

val had already occurred, he was asking the Emperor for a
Central

Representative Assembly for Austria, and a Constitution for Lombardy-Venetia. 54

·-

It is true that Prussia, Austria and other Powers

protested to Charl'es Augustus, but this was done on the
initiative of Kamptz, the Prussian Minister of Police.55
Weimar apparently checked the newspapers a few weeks, but
on June 2, 1818, the opposition paper was allowed to resume

publication without the words "with the Grand Ducal privilege."
The ·day of the.Wartburg festival was one for repression
of general dissatisfaction in Prussia.

In Hamburg, the

Anniversary of Leipzig was celebrated by five h~dred students. 5 6

On the same day, the inhabitants of Coblentz drew up a
petition to Frederick William III to fulfil his promise of a
Constitution.

The King took his time, but finally on

April 25, 1818, returned a haughty answer.
fixed for Article XIII.

There is no date

"All times are not equally propitious
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to introduce changes into the organization of States.
Those who allow themselves to remind the Sovereign of
the execution of a promise freely given, thereby express
a blameable doubt of his fidelity •••

The right of petition

exists, but the excitement of petition cannot be tolerated.
Th.is excitement exists when a petition is hawked about
the whole province and the inhabitants ire invited to sign
it •• ~

It i!3 for these reasons that the petition·which

was presented to.me a few days ago, in the name of the
City of Coblentz, as well as of the Communes which compose
its districts· has.given me just displeasure." 57
On April, 1818, Gagern, the most conspicuous
Liberal in the Bundestag 'was recalled, after Prussia had
long protested at his activity.

A student of Montesquiett.'s

works, and staunch Republican in sentiment, he insi~ed the
..

Bund was a- Bundestaat, rather tha11 a Staatenbund, which he
called a "chimera".

Only Hanover, Mecklenberg and the

Free Cities supported his resolutions for_ compulsory
enforcement of Article XIII.

He complained that while

the rest of Europe was going forward, Germfllly was going
backwards.
of a mystery.

The _causes of .Gagern's removal are somewhat
Stern in his "Geschichte J1uropas 11 asserts

-=

that Metternich was responsible for his removal.

If

he was, Gagern was not aware of it, for he visited Metternich
at Johannisberg in July. 58
Gentz, in his letter to
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Pilat of 11 September, ]..818, said:

"His, Gagern•s influence,

has scarcely affected the German Bund;

of this I have a

Russia had no part at all in his recall;

number of proofs.

this was decided upon at the Hague alone and for a very
different reason."~9

It is probablp that the King of

the Netherlands recalled him on hfs own account.
Gentz was a consistent opponent of the Bund.
June, '1813, he had written:

In

"The work, the wish and the

hope of a great number of Germans is devoted to a plan of
a Constitutional Bund which would have a central authority-

Leidor 1st

either one head or a legislative assembly:
jedoch dieser Plan nur ein Traum.
is impossible in Germany.n60

A Federative Constitution

On 16 April, 1816, he wrote:

I·

"The only thing which troubles me is that
of Frankfort...

1

Maudite Diete•

61
which I detest from the bottom o·r my heart. n

Again 14 October, 1811, he wrote, four days before the Wartburg
Festival:
agitated •••

11 You

cannot imagine how we are tormented and

by the unbridled license of the press and by the

ever-growing audacity of instigators and by our own critical
position face to face with that malheureuse Diete de Frankfort,
Especially,
6
apropos of it, I have felt the fa:te of Cassandra.n 2

of which I have foretold all the dangers.
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In 1817,, Hardenberg presented a. memorial to the·
Bund, urging the enactment of a censor·Ship law providing
complete freedom for scientific works, but effective
63
censorship for journals and newspapers.
The Diet
appointed a commission to consider the question, but it
came to no decision, because Metternich considered that
censorship was .a question for the individual State to
settle'ror itself.

Afterwards, Metternich changed his

mind and at Carlsbad in 1819, secured the very measures
which Hardenberg wanted in 1817.

Metternich adopted af

Carlsbad Hardenberg•s distinction between scientific and
political works.
In November and December (181¥) especially, HardenI,

berg urged Austria to take the lead tn regard to his proposal for a lllW of the Bund on censorship and suggested
that Gentz draw up a law.
the task.

Gentz was already engaged at

On 14 November, he discussed with Pilat the

attack of the Bremen .zeitung against the Vienna Beobachter. 6 4
On November 117, he talked with Metternich about the
Bremer-Zeitung,a.nd the condition of the inner administra65
tion of Austria.
On Novembe~ 25, he prepared an article
for the Beobachter about the Wartburg Festival and read
66
English works on libeDty of the press.
On 5 December,
he discussed the affairs of the Bund with Metternich.67
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On 22

he prepared a second artiole for the
68
Wiener Beobaohter concerning the Wartburg.
On 29
Dace~ber,

December, he drew up a paper which would

se~ve

for a

conference over the German Press, and at the same time
a proposition fo.r the introduction of a bill before the
Bundestag against the abuse of the press. 69
He completed
the paper on Jan. 2, and read discussions ·in the French
newspapers over freedom of.the press.

70

On

14 January,

he prepared an article for' the.Wiener Zeitschrift
freedom of the press.

Hits e.f;t'olt'ts<were

fu~±le

over.

for the

time being, as Metternich 14 January, 1818, again rejected
Hardenberg' s P.roposal.

71

·In March, 1818, however, Metternicb

allowed Gentz to write an anonymous pamphlet against the ·
German newspapers.
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This is .the last mention of press

freedom in Gentz's Tagebucher for a few months.
had to write of his own accord.

Gentz

It is clear thus that

Metternich was opposed to the Bundestag enacting a general
law against censorship even as late

~s

the early months

of 1818.
The change in Metternich's attitude toward the
Bund, toward the press, toward the constitutions, toward
liberalism·,

crune

in 1818.

the ideas of Gentz.

He cmne

gradually over to

From·1s15 to the summer of 1818

his attitude toward'the German Bund was one of moderation,
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and cooperation with moderate liberalism.

He supported

the movement for representative assemblies, and so't_.1.ght
to secure one iri Austria.

He, though personally disposed

towards censorship,_ believe4 that it should be left to the
individual States, so that those who did not want it,
would not have to adopt it.
The change came very gradually.

First, there was

the removal of Gagern, April 14, 1818, for which Metternich
may have

bee~

indirectly to blame, but this had no connection

with the problel!l of Press Freedom.
evidence

t~at

73

.
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We lmow from positive

Metternich supported the constitutional move-

ment in Germany in 1817.74

On 1 August, 1817, Gentz writing

to Hospodar of Wall\\Chia, described the movements in Ger. I'

. many
'

/

for Oonstitutional ·Govermment.
'

Austria, the only

country . capable. of resisting the movement1 was supporting
~

it, he said, directly and .indirectly.

Gentz had disagreed

with Metternich, who believed it was the wisest policy
not to strike at men who showed him the most profound
deference and who had permitted no hostile affront to the
Austrian Government.
main on good terms

In short, he thus sought to re-

wit~

the Liberals by not opposing them.

The next summer Metternich reversed his position
after his failure to·saoura reforms in Austria.

At
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the Congress of Aix la Chapelle, Humboldt found his old
.

.

.

friend Metternich quite chlm.ged.

75

Metternich discussed

with the Prussian Minister of State, Prince Wittgenstein,
the question

of

representative government in Prussia.

Metter-

nich advised the minister that the King of Prussia should
not fulfil his promise of a central representative assembly
for Prussia, "According to my full conviction the King
ought to ,go no.

~urther

than the formation of provincial

Diets in a very carefully considered circumscribed form.
Beyond this ail .is pure revolution.

Will these very

limited ideas not also .lead to revolution?

This question

the King should ponder deeply before he decides •••

Politi-

cal repose rests· on fraternisation between monarchs, and
on the principle ·of maintaining

wh~t

is.

Tdl oppose these

fundamental principles would be to shake the edifice to
its very foundations •••••• Of the two kingdoms Austria
would herself be more suited for a pure representativn
system than Prussia, if the differences of her population
in language and habits were not too important.

How can

that which is impossible to be carried out in Austria
succeed in Prussia?

76

At this time, several months before the murder
of Kotzebue, a general· program.for measures against the
gymnastic establishments and the freedom of the press were
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planned.

There would have been repressive measures had

there been no Karl Sand.

Austr.ia. and

~russia

agreed

that uno State could remain in the Bund which doE;1s not·
possess some elficient law on this subject, whether it
be· preventive or repressive."

These projects were

not forced by Metternich upon Prussia, for the latter
had already
neslected
her promise of a constitution, had
'
,

stabbed Kotzebue, the reactionary Russian agent in his

own house at Jena.

It was an act of despair.

Disheartened

by the loss of Alexander of Russia, whom they had considered

their patron, the Burschenschaften were disposed to take
revenge on his agents.
liberty..

The deed was done in the name of

Metternich at the time was in Rome·.

Gentz,

who had long distrusted the Liberals, sent his chieftan
news of the affair.

He commented significantly: ttKotzebue's

.

blood will cry for vengeance somewhat longer than today

or.
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tomorrow.

My earnest desire is that on this important

matter nothing .be brought before the Bundestag; nothing
m~

be said or written by authority before the first

German courts

(Austri~

Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony and Hanover

to the exclusion of all others) have arrived at a decided
and mutually binding unde,rstanding on the measured to be
adopted..

The greatest evil of

digested,' feebl'e,, measures.

all would be hasty,un-

When we lifted our first

warning voice against the excesses at the Wartburg our
mouths were stopped with allusions to the 'iinnocent,
virtuous efforts of German youth; and their ,meritoriou.s
teachers, and this is what.they have come toln78
Metternich assured Gentz in reply that he had

upon

already decided

a like course.

He

leisurely proceeded

to Naples and watched the beautiful sunset from Mt. Vesuvius,
instead of rushing back to Germany, as he is usually depicted.

He did not return for four months.

Gentz at

home made arrangements for the Carlsbad Conferences.
Meanwhile the aftermath of the murder of Kotzebue was hard
on the Liberals.

Oken had to suspend his newspaper, Isis.

Frederich William ordered a close investigation of the
Prussian universities.
at Carlsbad.

On 22 July Gentz .met Metternich

Fou~days later Metternich we~t to ·Teplitz

to confer with the King .of Prussia and the two reached a

preliminary agreement a·s to the principles of ·the Carlsbad
79
. · '.11his is wrongly called tne "Tepli tz Punctation."
decree.

Mette-rnich did not

fore~

the repressive measures on

Frederick William III, for the latter had favored them
much earlier than Metternich himself.
After the decrees had been approved by the Bundestag

in Sept. 1819, his program of Constitutional changes was
carried out at the Vienna
to June 1820.

MiBisterial Conference,

Dec~

1819

The Constitution of the BUnd was .entirely

revamped in favor of monarchical principles.
was kept but in a qualified form.

Article XIII

Every state was assured

of the support of the Bund in case of revolution.

Article

LVII definitely. fo,rbade the Assembly in any of .the states

from becoming

supreme~-.

·. Any changes similar to the English

'

Revolution of 1688 would have been oppased.

so

A great

bar was placed for the development of republican institutions.

Those that already existed were not destroyed.

A thorough application of the principles of Article LVII

relative to the existing constitutions was prevented by
the attitude of Wurtemberg and other South German States
81
who forced many concessions.
The Carlsbad decrees had been largely the work of
Hardenberg and Gentz.

The Vienna Conference was largely
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the work of Metternich himself.
.......... ..
...,

... ,.......

~

-~--~

He was more powerful

here than at _the time of the.Carlsbad decree but Wurtenberg
was a constant thorn in his side.

Mette~nich's

upon thls Final Act of Vienna are significant.

connn.ents
"Every-

body. thought we were going to overthrow all that is connected
with the forms, which unhappily have been transplanted to
the German soil (that soil so historical, so classical and
so great),,in the course of .the two or three last years.
Some have thought we were right to do so, others have raised
a great

outcry~

Now we are not doing what they expected,

and I declare frankly that in 1P-Y soul.and conscience, I
do not allow·myself to regret it, because I cannot regret
what is impossible.u82

·rn 1824 the Carlsbad decrees were renewed, in a
large part, due to the insistence of Prussia.·a3

The

Mayenoe Commission was dissolved in 1828, however.
July Revolution in Franoe and

~ts

The

aftermath in Belgium,

Poland, and other places, during 1830 and 1831, revived
demands for reform in Germany.

Apparently, Prussia was

the first to suggest specifically a revival of the notorious
methods of the Carlsbad decrees.

Metternich and Ancillon

worked hand in hand in securing reactionary measures to
defeat

Libaral~sm

and Oonstitutionalism, not by destroying.

the forms but by removing the reality behind the forms.
In 1832 there were adopted the "Six Acts",.the "July
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Ordinances tt of Germany.

__Qpl,y "pure" monarchial govern-

ments were recognized.

The Bund was empowered to prevent

the assemblies from refusing money grants which the Princes
wanted.

(Article III)

The most reactionary feature was

a connnission set up to see that the state assemblies
84
were held in check.
(Article IV)
The oppo.si tion of
Bavaria caused a limitation of the duration of these decrees
to six years. 85 '
Metternich in these years did not urge that the
Bund was only a Staatenbund.

He was .creating a centralized

government founded on oppressi.on.

At the same time. in

Internationa l affairs he was instrumental in forming the
"New Holy 0 Alliance in 1833 at Munchengratz -a revival of
the Eastern group of Troppau, Laibach and Verona.

The

powers involved mutually agreed to aid one another in combatting revolts.
The next year, 1834, the German States passed the
"Sixty Acts" further diverting the governments fromceonst1tutional reform;

aild checking progress.

On the whole

these articles were little more than a confirmation of those
The newest provision was a strict uniform regu-

Of 1832.
lation

or

Universities .

Any student could be dismissed on

the suspicion of belonging to a secret society. 86
Meanwhile there was taking place in Germany, and

economic struggle for more important to the future history
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of Gennany than all the repressive measures· Metternich and
Ancillon could adopt.

· The Prussian tariff began to expand

At ,the time of the Vienna Conference of 1819-20

in 1818.

Metternich· had been won over by Fredrich.
trade.

List to free

In 1828 Bavaria and Wurtemberg negotiated with

Prussia in regard to entering the Prussian Zallverein.
Saxony asked Austria to form a counter Zollverei~. 87 In
1829 Metternich appealed to the Emperor to fornl: a Central
German Zollverein, but Emperor Francis, blinded by Austrian
industrial agents, refused.

Thus, Metternich's attempts

to win Bavaria and Wurtemberg by offering privileges on
the Danube a.nd by lessening their tariff barriers were
Then, Prussia won over to her system Gotha-

futile.

Meiningen in 1831 .which spoiled any further attempt at a
Central German Zollverein

Therefore, December, 1831,

the Deutsche Zollverein was formed from which Austria was
left out.

To offset this, Metternich worked for a· tariff

union with Hanover, but again he appealed to the Emperor,
Thus., 1833, Austria had lost her commercial po-

in vain.

sition in the Bund and the balance in Germany was broken.
Thus Metternich passed through three stages of his
German policy from 1815 to 1835-t

cooperation with liberalism

,1815-March, 1818; repression, 1818-1828, and reaction,
1832-1834.

Metternich was not by any means solely responsible.
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The initiative was usually Prussian.

Even at that,

Wurtemberg was a persistent hindrance and Baden and
Bavaria were almost as bad.

The Vienna Conference

and its Final Act represented more influence of Metternich himself than the Carlsbad De'crees.

The years

1822-24, and 1832 represented Metternich's greatest

power in

German~

"ThoU,gb.lFraneis I was a commonplace charaoter~he possessed
in hi~ chief" mini'ster,, Prince Metternich,.

a hla.n

far out of the

ordinary,, a man who;appeared ·to·the generation that lived
betwee:ti'l815 and 1848 as the most
of

~rope,,

c~nnnanding

personality

whose importance is shown in the phrases,, .''era

of .Metternichi' ,.

tt

system of Metternich"..

He was the central

figure not only 1n Austrian and German politics,_ but in
European diplomacy dominating his age as Napoleon had dominated
his, though by a· very different process.

Metternich

was the most famous statesman that Austria produced in the

nineteenth century.nl
Thus Hazen speaks of the international influence
of Metternich, and he further discusses the bases of his

characterization:
"Metternich's reputation was based on his long
and tortuous diplomatic duel with

N~poleon.

Claiming

to have correctly read that bewildering personality from
his earliest observation of him, and to have lured him
slowly yet inevitably to his doom by playing skilfully
upon his weaknesses, Metternich considered himself the
conqueror of the conqueror.

An .achievement so notable
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imposed upon many, nor did Metternich do aught to dim the
brilliancy of the exploit.

His imperturbability, his

pre-science, his diplomatic dexterity were everywhere
praised.

';He came to.be considered the one great oracle,

whose every word was full of' meaning, if' only you could.
get it.

Diplome.ttcbowed like acolytes before this master

of their craft, and rulers also made their obeisances,
though somewhat more slowly,·. as obviously befitted those
who ruled by nothing less than divine right." 2 ·Such

is the traditional view.

Let us now consider the facts.

The keynote of Metternich's foreign policy _was
.
3
stability, •involving preservation of the Hapsburg realms
t

and peace for all Europe.

It happened that this policy_

coincided with that of Castlereagh ~d of the Quadruple
4 (March, 1814) and.Paris (20 Nov.
Alliance of Chaumont
\

1815)

The inherit~oe of the Alliance against Napoleon

and of the.Congress of Vienna was founded upon the principle
Of 'moderation, and a balance of power.

Primarily a revolt

against the super-state aims of Napoleon, it intended to
take care that Napoleon had no successor-in France.
In pursuance of this policy of peace, ambassadorial
conferences were established at London,
Paris.

Frankfurt and

The Conference at Paris was concerned with the

questions relating to the army of occupation.

Here Pozzo

Borgo posed as the special protector of the Bourbon monarchy
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and the French Constitutions.
~elating

At Frankfurt matters

to the German Bu.nd and territorial questions such

as those between Bavaria and Baden were treated.
London

At

were discussed to secure the abolition of the

mea~s

slave trade and the abuses of the Barbary pirates.
Some were not content with the simple basis of the
conservative alliance and wanted a sort of a European
tribunal

o~

the

gre~ter

Powers to settle questions relating

to the internal disturbances and difficulties of the smaller
Powers.

Castlereagh was opposed to this policy.

Another

tendency was the demand of several men for a general guarantee
of the·status quo.·

This was perhaps primarily an expression

of the war-weariness of the times, but it also was an
expression of the principle, of inunobility.

Castlereagh

himself had suggested such a guarantee at Vienna e.g.
that there should be a general alliance against the Power
that should first. break the peace, but he very quickly abandoned the scheme, as repugnanct to his principles of the
independence of his state.

In 1816 Ancillon of Prussia prepared a paper for
the

~russian

cabinet which urged a guarantee treaty for

all the large Powers which the smQller ones\'. would be
invited to join in orQ.,er that disputes might be settled

.
5
by arbitration at a Congress.

guarantee of

It also propesed «a

legiti~ate,sovereignty

against forceful
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changes from beneath."

.The powers were to bind the.mselves

through their intervention to "maintain the social order,
if anywhere the legitimate authority was

threatened by"·

lln:rest an·d an appeal for aid was me.de."

A change in

the Constitution by a sovereign, however would never justigy
intervention.

It was Ancillon, be it 1'.loted,.not Metternich,

who proposed.this guarantee of legitimacy.
Th~

Holy· Alliance, so often confused with the Concert

of Powers was nothing tangible.

It was only a

"voe~'

arid at that the "wish" of one man, Alexande~. 6 · Metternich
.

.

and his fellow "practical statesmenH had no use for
sentimentalities.

Metternich described it as a

·Of pious. verbiage 11 7.·

11

piece

Though it was a far fetched application

of the brotherhood of man, there was nothing illiberal
or reactionary in it.

The reactionary Holy Alliance is

a myth--there was no active alliance of the Eastern PowersPrussia, Austria,· and Russia at this time.

Each was

pursuing her own policy, and these policies quite often
·worked counter to each· other.
Metternich was concerned particularly with three
problems in these years 1815-1818:

The intrigues of

·radical English tourists in France, rabid spirit of
~elgian

journalists,

elsewhe1"e.

~nd Russ~an

intrigues in Italy and

In Jan. 1816 Metternich urged Wellington to

refuse English tourists social recognition be.cause they

·1.21 •.

were encouraging restless spirits in France.e

In 1817

Metternich· proposed the erection at Paris of a European
police.centre, which Webster calls "a sort of a clearing
house for- authority in its efforts to put down those who
challenge it."9

Tied up with this problem was the question

of the activities of the Ambassadorial Conference at Paris
in its attitude to the unrest in Belgium. · Wellington had
long compla.ined of' the Brussels press.

The Paris·Ambassa-

dorial conference of 11 April 1817 decided to urge the King
of the Netherlands to banish those dangerous exiles from
Wellington succeeded in obtaining the King's

Brussels •
.consent,

Ca~tlereagh

assented to this course.

Vincent, the Austrian ambassador at Paris, thereupon suggested that the Conference at Paris should become
the organ of the.Great Powers in putting. down the intrigues
10
of the revolutionaries ·all over Europe.
The Conference
itself approved, but Castlereagh sent a decisive refuilal:
"The Allied.Ministers must be kept within the bounds of
their original

institut~on ~d

not be suffered to present

themselves as an European Council for the management of
the affairs of the world." 11 Metternich tried to ch9llge

the plan

so

in vain. 12

as to make it 'agreeable to Castlereach, but
Castlereagh's refusal is significant in that

it reveals the marked divergence in principles which was

beginning

~o

appear between him and the other members of

12.2.

the European Concert.

But far more significant is the

. proof it offers of how Metternich took Castlereagh's
advice.
According to Prof. Webster, the best authority on
this question: . 0 Th.e relations between Austria and Britain
were very close and-to the very day of his death in spite
of the differences that arose at Troppau and Laibach,
Castlereagh was on more intimate terms with Metternich then
with any other European statesman.

During the final

struggle with Napoleon, Castlereagh had found Metternich
easier to deal with than any other great personage or
the AlliQllce.

The Austrian minister had a keen appreciation

or facts, he showed moderation, he had the faculty Of
compromise.

Theae were ·Castlereagh's own special qualities
.

.

and thus the two. statesmen bad got on well together from
the first moment they, met

in the early days of 1814.

At Vienna they had.established a close alliance against
the Czar.

and

the militant Prussians, and though at the

Second Peace of.Paris, Metternich had to oppose Castlereagh,
he had yielded as soon as he could, and had not shewn the
12~

obstinacy of his other Germen colleagues."

Thus time had

confirmed what Aberdeen had written to Castlereagh

am.

Nov. 1813, ·before the latter had ever met Metternich:
"In short, Metternich is the man above all others whom I
should chosse to deal with and I should do it without fear.nl3
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With such mutual understanding and essential
agreement in principle, Castlereagh and Metternich
approached the Russian question.

Russian agents were at

work in Naples, Spain, the Balkans and Turkey.

Tatischeff,

the Russian ambassador. at Madrid, was in great favor with
the King of Spain.
between

Spa~n

There were rumors of

till

Alliance

and Russian and the exchangedof Russian fleet

for Minorca, but. the Alliance was denied by

th~

Czar.

Metterniohurged upon Castlereagh, incessantly, the danger
from Russia.

He hoped for a break between Russian and

England, in which he could become arbiter of the continent.14

Castlereagh saw through his ,Plan and sou:ght to meet the
issue by conciliating rather than antagonizing Alexander.
Metternich followed Castlereagh's advice and was finally
15
successful.

.At.Aix la Cha.pelle, Alexander proposed a guarantee
of .the

M~tternich

orderi

both thrones and territories.
16
was personally favorable 1 but Castlereagh

~xisting

defeated the plan declaring that to "guarantee the
status quo would be to ratify existing internal institutions
and prevent reforms. 1 ?
Another similar proposal at an

earlier data (1816) had emanated from the Prussian military
party which feared a French invasion of Germany.

Hardenberg

and Anc1llon now were behind the plan which was presented.
Metternicn supported the -project with certain limitations.

Castlereagh was influential. enough against

Prussia;,~

Russia,

and even Metternich to have She whole plan of guarantee
19
The congress of Ai x 1 a Ch
· ape11 e was a
laid -ftside.
great victory for Castlereagh.19
were brought to·an end;

The ambassadorial conferences

the .army of oceupati<?n in France

withdrawn,.and the Concert of Powers was confined to the
narrowest interpretation of Article VI of the treaty of
Alligµice of 20

N~vember,

1814- "maintenance of Peace as

establishe,d and consolidated by the treaties therein·
enumerated."
The period of moderat1on ended with Aix la
Chapelle, 'but the period of repression did not fully begin
until

1820~

The year 1819 was one of transition not

alone for Metternieh,.but also for Castlereagh, for it was
the year of the Si-'Acts in England.
of the Carlsbad decrees .'20

Castlereagh approved

Alexander at first gave a

partial approval, although later in December, 1819, he
Al exa.nd er, never consistent
. 21
criticized them sever1y.
was becoming disillusioned •

The ingratitude of the Poles

. for their granted Constitution annoyed him.

By 1819,

also he was working through his agents-Stourdza and
Kotzebue-against the German students. 22
Also, Tatischeff
in Spain,· and soon Pozzo di Borgo in France, were working
against the Liberals.

At the same time, however, his

agents in'!taly were supporting the ·carbonari.

Upon·
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learning of' the murder of Kotzbue, April, 1819, Mettern1·ch
wrote to Gentz,

11

We shall now very soon see what the Emperor

of Russia will say to the loving treatment of his Staatsrath
(Kotzebue) in Germany.

While in Germap.y, Russigµls propter

obscurantionem 11re murdered, in Italy the Russian agentx
preside over the clubs of the Carbonari.
This abomination
will soon be checked.n 23
A short time later, he again

wrote:

t~I

have not forgotten the Emperor of Russia.

I

have today given Sturmer the connnission to write a letter
to him-and send it to Count Nesselrode by his own Courierwh1ch will show you that I can handle the Emperor quite
suitably without committing any mistB.ke in respect to
the Ger.mnn politics." 24

The first attempt at intervention by

t~e

Concert

of Powers.after the Congress of Aix la Chapelle, ·was in
regard to France, where a liberal ministry under Decades
had succeeded Richelieu, of whom Pozzo di Bargo and
Alexander had been so enamoure4.
marshal~

Gouvion de

A famous Napoleonic

st. Cyr was made Minister of War and

a number of Napoleonic marshals were made peers.

He

deemed the proposed Army increases the most significantly
dangerous.

Metternich objected to St. Cyr' s. tt jingoism"

rather than his Liberalism.

,Richelieu had disappointed

everyone and especially Pozzo, who now suggested that the
Ambassadors of.the Powers receive joint instruction to

remonstrate against the acts of St. Cyr.

Golovkin, the

Russian Ambassador at Vienna understood Metternich to
suggest a revival ·of the Conferences at Paris. 25

Mean-

whil,e in· March~-- 1818, Vincent, the Austrian ambassador

at Paris called a meeting of the Ambassadors at his home. 26
All agreed that the situation was dangerous.

Stuart stood

aside, but the meeting was in effect a secret renewal of
ambassadorial conferences.
~

Castlereagh criticized

the meeti'.llg,. forbade Stuart attending bbhers, and urged the
Powers not to interfere, for it would only drive the
Radicals and Ultras to extremes.

Decazes apparently

did not know pow Alexander stood on.the question, and
sent General Hulot to St. Petersburgh to protest against
the measures of the Powers. 26
Decazes appealed to the
wrong man ... for Alexander acting upon Pozzo di Borgots
complaint and Golovkin's interpretation of Metternich's
attitude had combined the two sugeestions and proposed in
a.circular dispatch of 12 April, 1819, both a collective
remonstrance and the revival of the ambassadorial conference
Castlareagh absolutely refused both pr'op·osals.
at Paris. 27
Therupon, Metternich disclaimed all responsibility.for the
idea of renewing the Paris ambassadorial conferences, but
still asked for the establishment

or

a point of "moral

contact", for ·the Powers at London and Vienna.28

When

Castlereagh refused a trpoint of moral contact", Metternich

insisted upon eventual instructions in the event of the
death of Louis XVIII, Oastlerea.Sh on the 4 September, 1819,
again refused, and the matter was closed as far as he was
concerned. 30
Alexander, however, cont~nued to urge the
This discussion over intervention

point of moral contact.

in French affairs took place just· at the time of the Carlsbad
decree, and there wa.s probably some relation between the
~

~!

• :·

.

"moral resolves" at Carlsbad and M~tternich's proposal
.

'

for a European "point o:f contact"··
.~

that the plans-of
to Prof.

.Pozzo,

It ·is fortunate
~
.'.;-.

Metternich and Alexander, according

Webster, failed, :and the credit belongs
to Ca.stlereagh. 3 1
The assassination of ~he Duo de
O~K~

Berri on 13 February, 1820, ended the

or

dange~

the

Decazes ministry as it was driven from power.
Alexander more than any other member of the Alliance
of Five Powers, wished to make it an Areopagus-a Council
of Elders.for all Europe; inter!lening where it

plea~ed.

His proposals began with his guarantee of the status quo
scheme of Aix la Chapelle.

Then followed in ·succession,

attempts to intervene in German affairs in

1820, in Spain,

and later in Naples.
Alexander wished the Powers to take part in the
Vienna Conference which tlrafted the Final Act for the
German Bund in 1820. 32
Castlereagh refused, and Alexander,

,,'>

''

unable alone to pose as protector of the South German states,

~

...

.

left Wurtemberg in the lurch. 33

I

Castlere agh approved of

the work of Metterni ch of the Final Act, and wrote him
.a

letter of congrat ulation. 34

In the German question ,

Metterni ch and Castlere agh worked together , and a split
'
.

threaten ed between Russia and Britain •
.·When the Spanish revolt occurred at Cadiz' in January,
1820, Metterni ch was indispos ed to interven e.

Castlere agh

wrote his famous-b ut long wipublis hed- Memorandum ot 16
April, refuting refusals by Russia and Prussia.
wrote home from Vienna:

Stuart

"Prince Mettern ich seems less

disposed to project any common measures than I ever saw
him

before~

- He professe s himself ready to support the

Portugue se policy against any counter moves of Russia
or France." 35 Di return for Cs.stl,ereagh~ s support in
.

.

Germany, Metterni ch supporte d him in Portuga l and Spain.

On March 7,

~etternich

even wrote:

"The very nature of'

my thesis excludes all ideas for foreign interven tion in
France as for all other countrie s.
Not one can govern
for a governm ent. " 36
Then the all unexpect ed Neapoli tan revoluti on in
July caused Mettern ich, within a course of a month, to
change his policy in regard to interven tion. 3 7
Austria
had a special and individu al excuse for interven tion in
Naples-t he treaty of 1815- by which Austria had a peculiar
status in Naples. 38
Castlere agh recogniz ed this right on

29 June, 1820, and urged that if Austria were to act, she
should do so alone, and not make it a European matter.39
Metternich fearing, from the recent activity of Russian
agents in Italy, that Alexander might support the
Revolutionists

sought his approval.
The Czar was
meeting at Pesth. 40
The ambassadors

fi~st

invited to attend

a

at Vienna were to be invited, but no others.

Austria

could prove to the.World that Russia was supporting her,
and a regular congress-the •bete noire' of Britain would
be avoided.

This was the first suggestion of .the later

Congress at Troppau.

Alexander, discontented because he

had not succeeded, in securing intervention in Spain,

al').d would have nothing else
than a formal, conference of the Quadruple Alliance. 41

refused Metternich's

proposai.,~

He insisted upon European inte'rvention in Naples.

Pozzo

Borgo was enthusiastic ,over the Czar's plans and was instrumental in having t?e French Foreign

O~fice

issue a memorandum

requesting a formal conference of the Quintuple Allies.

The Czar rejoiced and assumed that France entirely accepted
his own ideas. 42
Metternich had to choose between Castlereagh and
Alexander.

Castlereagh, owing to home problems, could do

nothing for him.

Alexander could do him much harm.

In

the end, Metternich·was forced to accept Alexander's plans
for a general Congress, although Metternich tried to modify

Alexander's plans in order to.humor Castlereagh, by
emphasizing his own idea of ambassadorial conferences to
precede the Troppau meeting of rulers. 43 When Castlereagh
learned that the Czar considered. Troppau'to be a Congress
of the Five Powers, he wrote in alarm to Metternich.
Stewart accused .Metternich of' "political Chicanery". 44
Stewart was finally allowed by Castlereagh to attend the
conterenoe-in an unofficial capacity, avoiding an open
break in the Alliance.
If the call of the Troppau,conference was a victory
for Alex.Bnder, the results were a triumph for Metternich,
in part.

He obtained what he wanted--Russian assent for

Austrian intervention in Italy, and Alexander was weaned
from the influence of his Liberal advisor Capo d'Istrias.
Wlj:m.t was the price paid?
~ocalising

A general protocol, but not

the issue as' Metternich
and Castlereagh wanted •
.

Three principles were asserted:

States undergoing a change

due to revolution were excluded f'rom the European Alliance;
the Powers could refuse recognition to changes secured by
illegal methods and whim such changes caused dange.r, the
Allied Powers could exercise effective and benef.icial action
to bring them back to the Alliance. 45
By using the term
"European Allies", the Protocol assumed to speak for France
and England. 46
Upon Stewart 1 s protest, it was not signed,
but left a proposal of the three Eastern Powers.

In the

L31
.

,.(.,,,:,..,':;_,."
(

judgment of Stern, Metternich was eighty-five per cent the
victor. 47
At least, Metternich was the domirlant figure.
at the· Congress, and its action was popularly ascribed to
him.
The next Congress-really an adjournment from Troppauwas held at Laibach and was attended by representatives
of the Italian States, .including the King of the two Sicilies,
who broke his oatli, and withdrew the Constitution he had
promised his subjects.
Metternich played the leading
role·. 48
He held the Czar in full control, both in regard
.

to intervention in Italy and also in regard to the near
'

Eastern Question.
.

He persuaded the Czar to condemn the

Greek revolutionis.ts.

49

The Austrian Army of intervention

had reoccupied Naples before the conference ended.

Austria

intervened in Piedmont when attempts at British.meditation
failed. 50
The final declarations of Laibach reaffirmed the
principles· of Troppau and placed all
ban.51

rev~lutions

under the

It explains to the world their motives in intervention

with· stirring words of self-justifice.tion~"The.resistance which legitimate authority has
met with has had no strength, and crime has disappeared
before the sword of justice •••

Providence struck terror

into ·the consciences so guilty and the disapproval of the
people, whose fate was so compromised by those authors of

mischief, made them drop their arms.

Destined simply

. to combat and suppress rebellion, the allied forces,

~·~

'tar from maintaining any separate interest came to the
assistance of the subjugated people, and the people regarded their aid as a support in favor of their liberty,
not as an' attack on their independence."

52

'More c?.nvincing and more sincere was what Metternich wrote Emperor Francis:

"Society would have been

irretrievably lost but for the measures which have been
taken in the last three months.

mhe clear and precise

aims of the factions is one and uniform.

It is the

overthrow of everything legally existing.

Influence,

place, future, all that human passions

covet •••

mos~

are suspended and attached to the tree of liberty like
prizes on a pole at, a fair.

The principle which the

monarchs.must oppose to this plan of universal destruction
is the.preservation of everything legally existing.
only way to arrive at this end is by
tions.

~llowing

Authority is nothing without power.

The

no innova-

Your

Imperial Majesty knows one_ well enough to be assured that
no person is farther removed than I am from any.harrow
views of administration.

It is simply the attainment

of the real good that I desire, and on every eccasion
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consider it my duty to mainaain.

But the more positive

I am of this, the more I am ·convinced that it is impossible

to preserve and to reform with any justice or reason when
the mass Of .the people is.in agitation •••

Sire, let us

be conservative; let us walk steadily and firmly on well
known paths; let us not deviate .from those lines in word
or deed; we shall thus at last come to a time when improvements shall be made with as much chance of success
as there is now certainty of f'ailnne.n53
. Regarding the radical leaders he continued: "To
overthrow what exists and substitute whatever chance suggests

to their disordered imaginations of their sinister passionsthis is the essence of their doctrine, and the secret of
all their machinations.n

54

In his own diary, 17 Feb. 1821,·

Metternich wrote: · t•rr they give me the name c;>f an obscura-

tionstf at any rate it cannot be applied physically.
can always stand at the very focus

or

I

the.light that I

may absorb and retain it in my pores.n55
For his

Metternich became Chancellor
ot the Empire, the reward of a grateful Emperor. 56 The
conse~vatism,

King of Great Britain at a dinner at

wh~ch

Esterhazy, the

'
Austrian Ambassador, was present, described
Metternich as
57
the "first Statesman in EU.rope.n

After Laibach Castlereagh and Metternich crune closer
together again.

At Hanover in Oct. 1821, they .reached an

agreement on the Near Eastern Question. 58

Castlereagh

intended to take part in the Congress of Verona .and drew
up his own instructions.

It seemed as if the Concert

of Europ·e ·would be untted, when Castlereagh, becoming
suddenly. insane from overstrain, slit his throat with a
penkni~e

truly

on 12 Aug. 1822.

co~servative

minster Abbey.

It was appropriate that th&i ·

statesman should be buries in West-

"Articulate, sober, serene" he was the

very contradiction of a self advertiser.

ttHe was a man

both personally and politically b,;raven - leader far more

than Metternich ever was.

Indeed,the Vienna statesman

became lonesome; for Castlereagh's suicide left a great
breach in Anglo-Austrian relations which his successor ·
59
Canning could not have filled had he tried.
Wellington was

sen~ t~

the Congress ·with Castle-

Canning had nothing to do with
60
The rise of Canning to
these outlines of procedure.

reagh' a instructions.

the post of Foreign Minister was a blow to Metternich
as great as the death of his friend Castlereagh.

"Brilliant,

eager, epigramatic, Canning possessed a touch of genius,
but gave a suspicion cbt charlantry,u

In his.youth he had

written a poem on the misery of the Greeks, and even now

.,

there were vestiges of his juvenile sentimentality.

..
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But, after all, he was an opportunist, little influenced
by

emotion, but guided by events.

He followed Castle-

reaghas policy of non-intervention.
The Congress had been called at Laibach for Florence.
A

pre-congress meeting of certain leaders was afterward
It was held as planned.

arranged.for Vienna.
went to'verxma.

Then, a.11

The principal problem for discussion was

the Spanish Revolt.

Ville·le, the French Foreign Minister

hoped to pursue an independent policy, by playing what
Temperley has called "The Neo-Holy Triumvirate" against
62
B:bi tain.·
A moderate himself, Villela resisted all
French proposals for intervention in Spain, provided
there was no provocation of France by Spain. 63
His
plenepotentiaries at ,Verona, Montmorency and Chateaubriand,
were far more ••advanced interventionists." . In fact, when
Wellington passed through Paris on his way to the Congress,
Villela was so moderate in his policy that he believed
there was no danger of French action, despite the serious.

ness of the agitation.of the Ultras.

64

Metternich and Wellington were both conservatives
by nature and Wellington found much in common between them.

His report to

Co..nn rng

is enlightening:

ftPrince Metternich
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feels

~s

we do, an anxious desire that· the Spanish be ·

left to themselves; he wishes that it were possible ·not
to interfere with the existing order of things in Spain;
and that the King be left to himself, either to govern
as in the year 1814 t.o . the year 1820, or to grant such a
65
.
constitution to his people as he might think proper."
Villele:oherished a wish that Metternich could restrain
Alexander from himself marching an army across Europe to
destroy the· Revolution in Spain.

ttThe Empire which

Prince Metternich has exercised over the Emperor of Russia,
has given him a just hope of leaving him to consent to
share the ideas of Austria on Spain as he ha.a shared them
in :i:egard to Turkey, n66
Both Villela and Metternich were d.estined to be
disappointed.
hold upon )?.im

Alexander had already broken_'Metternioh's
~i thin

less than three months

ai·t;~r

Leibach.

Montmorency sulmnitted three questions {20 Oct. 1822) to
the other Powers, asking them if they would withdraw their
6
respective ministers from Madrid, if France should. ? The
Powers (save England) assented.

On the same day, Welling-

ton's "bomb shell'' exploded, when he declared that "such
.

'

interference appeared to be an unnecessary assumption of
68
'
His position indicated a complete
responsibility. 11
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break with the Eastern Powers.

The proces verbal of

the Verona Congress of 15 November, iildicated the
casus foederis on.which the Powers would aid France. 69 ·
The Duke of Wellington voiced his open oppositfon, and
· left Verona in December.

The schism in the Concert of

Europe was open and public and there was no Castlereagh
to heal it.
.

b>O

Mon~rency

returned to Paris, leaving the Ultra-

Chateaubriand in charge of French policy at Verona.

Not

inappropriately was the le.tter called the "fire rocket of
the Congress."

'

Metternich held him in very low esteem

70

Chateaubriand cultivated the acquaintance of Alexander.
Together they took pr?menades,with lofty thoughts planning
like heroes

or

....

old to offer battle to the dragon - the
'

dragon P.f revolution.

The e:ss'alllption of the work of

Verona'was'a circular despatch Of 14 December, announcing
the intention of the three Eastern Powers to withdraw
their ministers from Madrid. 71
Villela followed a
different policy be refusing to withdraw his Ambassador,
and at the same time by sending a most insulting despatch
to Spain, 25 December 1822, and by declining a British
C!>ffer of.mediation.

·Thereafter Villela resigned, and

was succeeded by Chateaubriand, who made war inevitable.
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On 6 April 1823, a French army entered Spain and paraded
to Madrid surrounded by crowds shouting, nneath to the
Death to Jews and Jacobins1 1172

~onstitutionl

by

Heralded

these demonstrations, the restored government of

Ferdinand made no concessions to liberalism.

The

ambassadorial conference reestablished at Paris, used its
influence in behalf of moderation, and Metternich declared
that: there "were no men of sense in Spain. 1173
: After Verona and the Euke of Angouleme•s intervention in'Spain, the attention of European Statesmen was
focused on the Near Eastern Question.

Metternich, it

is remembered, had obtained from Alexander, at Laibach
in March 1821, a denunciation of the movement ofor Greek
independence.

'74

The Austrian Foreign Minister had no

sympathy for the Hellenic patriots.

He wrote to Lebzeltern,

the Austrian minister e.t St Petersburg:

uThe revolt of'

the Greeks, however different might be its long standing
and permanent causes from the revolutions which the
Grand Alliance was called upon to combat, never,theless,
directly originated til plots of the disorganized faction
which menaces all thrones and all institutions.

This

affair must be looked upon as placed beyond the pale
75
of civilization."
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· ,» In spite of all Metternich's efforts to preserve

peace between Ru_ssia and the Porte, diplomatic relations
were severed by Alexander, 10 Aug. 1821.
cast," said Metternich.

"The die is

And the decision was adverse

for he had lost his follower; and his leadership over
the Eas.tern Powers was lost, .so soon

after Leibach.

During two years Metternich submitted plan after.plan
,.

to restore Russo-Turk relations., urging moderation on the
Sultan and on the Czar.76

His first attempt was a propo-

sal for a.Conference on the

Ne~r

but Russia was unf~vorable. 77

Eastern Question at Vienna,
Ancillon, the Prussian

reactionary, urged that the Turk be driven from Europe,
and Metternich asked Prussia for a disavowal or such a
paper.78

in

At Hanover

October, 1821, Metternich and

Castlereagh reached an understanding for a connnon policy
79
Turkey was willing to make partial
in the Near East.
concession's.

·Austria, however, refused to deliver up

Balkan fugitives in her Dominions to the Porte on the ground
of religion and humanity.

80

Tatischev, the Russian,

made two trips to Vienna in the spring of 1·a22, in an
effort to reach an agreement between Austria and Russia.
Castlereagh's instructions for Verona looked forward to
eventual recognition of Greece by Britain. 81

At Verona,

under Metternich's inf:}.uence, the Czar disregarded the
s~

appeals of the Greeks.

Finally, at

C~rnowitz,

in October,
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1823,

~he

Czar and Emperor Francis came to a: partial .

understanding.~3

Russia, herself, entered upon a program of
pacification in 1824, but with an accompanying plan for
placing the.Danubian Principalities under Russian protection.

The Greeks opposed the project, because.it kept

them under Turkish suzerainty.

·-:Alexande:ra had already

broken avray. from'Metternich, whose . power, far from being
dictatorial, as Cresson would have it, was steadily on
When his diplomatic prestige was so low
the decline. 84
in 1825, Metternich made a bold stroke in an.effort to
He went far
regain complete independence for Greece. 8 5
beyond the plans of

Canning and Alexander.

Of· course,

his proposal was rejected by the Powers, but it had two
results.

It terrified the Porte and it forced Russia

to let fall her mask of sympathy for the Greek Revolutionists.
Nesselrode declared emphatically that Russia would consent
to nothing mo.re than the administrative independence of
Greece under Turkish suzerainty.

Although Metternich

had some reason for being proud. of his achievement, he
lost the friendship of Czar Nicholas, who joined hands
with Canning.

In this "diplomatic revoiution", expressed

in the Protocol of St. Petersburg of 4 April, 1826, the
"beo-Holy 11 Group, or the Triumvirate of Eastern Europe of
Troppau, Laibach and Verona, was broken to pieces.

The

Anglo-Rµssian Alliance lef:t Austria isolated-high and dry
On the "shoals Of impotency.

At London, 6 July, 1827,

Fre.ilce joined England and Russia to intervene in Greece,
if their demands were not met.

In October, the battle

of NavArino .Bay shattered Metternich's influence over
the Porte.

Only one Power was left friendly to Austria-

Prussia •.
'

-'The next year, 1828, revealed Metternich again
urging complete independence of @eeece as a necessity for
European ~eace. 86

W~llington and the Emperor Nicholas
The Czar remarked

would not accept so liberal _a project.

that Metternich had cast aside hie role and was giving
the "Revolution" a bad example.
.

..

The Princess Lievin told

Earl Grey, "Our relations with Austria are all that one
could wish, in reserving at the same time the right to
consider Prince Metternich le plus grand coquin qui
soit sur.le face de terre. 1187
to. Metternich:

Wellington said in regard

••Je n'ai jamais partir

a

l 'opinion qu'il

fut un grand homme d 1 etat, c'est un heros de societe et
Only one ally remained for Metternich
rien de plus. 088
in 1828-Prussia, but in the course of the next year, she·
too turned away to

~oin

hands with Russia.

paid a special visit to Berlin.

Czar Nicholas

And Hatzfield, the Prussian

Minister, was acting independently of Austria.

Pozzo di

Bergo laughed at Metternich's weakness, and when the Austrian
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Chancellor made overtures to St. Pertersburg through
Count Fiquelmont,. whom he sent on a special mission
to the Czar.

Nicholas refused to negotiate with Metter-

nich and wrote a letter to Emperor Francis complaining
against his Chancellor, "who sets us all in confusion~n89
In spite of this, the Legend says that Metternich
was the Ruler of Europe!

Not only was the International

influence of Metternich at its nadir in 1829, but Emperor
Francis told General Krasinsky:

"Czar Nicholas is· wrong

if he thinks Metternich is all powerful.

. If I remove

from his 'favor, in twenty-four hours, he will be cast
aside." 90
Metternich, of course, regained lluD.s prestige, but
only in part;
at Laibach.

he was never again so important as he was
When the Revolution of 1830 and le31 swept

over Europe, the Czar:was willing to work together with'
Metternich against the conunon danger.

At Carlsbad,

July, 1830, Metternich met Nesselrode for the first time
in seven years, so little contact had there been between
them.

The foundations of a close alliance of the three

Ea.stern Powers were laid down in the "Chiffon de Carlsbad",
at this time, with Nesselrode.

.

Metternich's first thought

was to try to revive the Quadruple Alliance in view of what
happened in F1!'a.nce, but the plan was not feasible. 91

The

"Chiffon de dari?lsba.d" of July, 1831, provided for a uniform
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policy of the three Eastern Powers and the i1Tllllediate
establishment of a common centre, in which three CourtS''might
deliberate, not only on the general course o'f their
policy, but its application in particular cases~ 92
Nesselrode refused to consent to the establishme.nt of
a"common centre" but agreed to

a

common policy.

The three

powers adopted a policy of non-intervention in France,
and Metternich was favorable to French plans for disarmament. 93

At "M.unchengratz" in 1833, the Eastern Powers

established a formal alliance, which had existed, in fact,
since

~ctober,

1832.

The allignment of 1820, 1821 and

1822 was 'thus restored.

One of the most favorable and important achieve- ·
ments of Metternich was the role he played in the controversy of 1840, between England and France over Mehemet
Ali Cbf Egypt.

When war was imminent, Metternich never

ceased to work for peace, and it was eventually secured.
Although all the credit for averting a general European
War at this time does not belong to Metternich, a very
.

great part-the decisive influence-vas his.

94

Moreover,

it was a victory of Me.tternich over Palmerston.
The occupation of Cracow, and the destruction of
its independent status was not

primaril~

the work of

Metternich, who was wont to carefully follow the provisions
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of the treaty of Vienna.

Metternich had to occupy

Cracow. ·because the Czar threatened to annex it, if Austria
failed.to do so•

The occupation of Cracow was not such

a violation of the Congress of Vienna as is commonly supposed.
The erection, of the Republic of Cracow was the work of the
three Powers primarily, and, by the Tr.ea ty . its elf, was
under their protect.ion.

What they had given was conditional
and they could take it away. 95: The year 1846 indicated
the last date of significant International influence of

Metternich, for at that time France had become alienated
from England on the Spanish marriage question and turned
Palmerston took sweet revenge in the contra-

to Austria.

versy over the Sonderbund.

His delay in answeeing a

request for a c,onference permitted the Liberals to crush
After this failure, the diplomatic

the Sonderbund.

career or Metternich caine to a close.
Only in 1813, had Metternich held general European
His greatest power was in 1821 at Laibach

leadership.

for about a year, but then it was limited to Germ.any,
Italy and with the
no influence.

11

By 1829, he had almost

Neo-Holies. 0

Almost immediately, thereafter, his

prestige arose again with the reunion of the "Nao-Holies",
but Nicholas was as powerful as

'

M~tternich.

l

After 1835,

the weakness of Austria was so apparent that the Czar had
to concern himself with the.-preservation of the Austrian
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State.

The death of Ancillon (1837} meant a change in

Austro-

Prussian relations and Frederick Wiiliam IV

who ca.me to the' throme in 1840, broke away from Metternich
completely.
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CONCLUSION.
In accordance with its purpose this study has com!
sidered the career of Metternich, particularly for the
years 1814'.""1834, to test the_ i'acts of the Legend of· the
Metternichian Era which maintains that this

pe~&dd,waa

I

one of reaction dominated by Metternich.·
rece~t

.

Kccording to

writer, -uMetternich was the atlas upon whose elegant

. shoulders rested a restored world. of feudal privilege,
hereditary right and monarchical reaction.ul

Another

writer describes Metternich as the successor of' Napoleon,
and in him the "s.pirit of reactionary Austria was incarnate. 112

This traditional viewpoint has been examined carefully and
in detail, and has been found wanting in historical accuracy.

It has been brought out instead, by our study: i8ffirst, that
.
. anA teroperment
. bvt~ot:nfioo~ et't\~~tu'bt\lJ~
Metternich was not by nature a real reactionary '1' who at

1

various times actually c~operated with moderate Liberalism;
second, that he never had the power at home nor influence
in diplomacy attributed to him by most historians.
His polity was stability rather than inunobility.

A

Real politiker,· he was not an Obscurailtist, because the

two terms are contradictory.

He was too practical to

want the restoration of the old.
and sought peace.

He accepted the present

Never really averse to moderate

ad.minis~
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t,rative reforms in Austria, and often urging them him-self, he was after all a victim of conditions, unable to
secure the progress he wished.
He himself was a victim of the law of change - a
fact which his biographers have

~gnored.

Not only did

his own policies shift but he himself changed.

Tnue,

there was a c9ntinuity in his career and an inclination
to the via media, but as years passed partly due to him-·
self and partly to others, his moderation became limited;

it became with him a fetish, divorced from reality.

It

was .Mef!tern!ch who said in 1817, "The human mind revels
in extremes.
epoch

of

A period of irreligion is followed by an

moral .and religious reaction.

of reaction is false ·and unjust."

In 1817 he advocated

representative institutions for Austria.
:he told

St~ion:

,,

Now,. every kind·:'·
But in 1821

If you now speak to any .of the legislato·rs

who are to be found at the corners of every street and on
every bench at the caf'es, they reply without hesitation
that the world can no longer do without the representative
system•

My conviction is. that it will never do with it;

for I do not understand by progress, overturning oneself
and everything else, getting up and falling down again ••.
we have called to our aid the principle of a qualified

monarchy,

th~s

.·tive system. n

2

excluding ,.both despotism and tha ·representaBynrepresentati ve system" he. meant "repub-

licantt lits ti tut ions.

Paradoxically, Metternich, who urged

a via media rejected liberalism in most matters after 1818
and consid'ered all changes in the light of the alternative
that there is either democracy and revolution or monarchy,
but no compromj.se.

In the light of the complexity and

confusion of his own ideas the historian must be exceedingly
careful in_ describing him.
The one name which satisfies the truth is opportunist.
He who restored the Jesuits in Austria was opposed to the
idea of Catholic emancipation in Englandl
"

Essentially he

belonged to the age· of' Enlightened Despotism.

He believed

that the ruler should be the first servant of the State
and that there should be reforms, but from above.

Finally

he was no more reactionary than those timid cautious people
Of today, who though not Opposed to progress, Wish to take
.it at their own

convenie~ce,

in small doses at long intervals.

Metternich never dominated Europe.
power was in
Liberation.

1~13

His greatest

for a few months during the War of

When Castlereagh came to take part.in the

diplomatic negotiations he became the leading figure in
European diplomacy and remained the leader till 1820.
Until 1820 Russia and Prussia pursued policies which in
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general were independent of Austrias.

Alexander forced

a cleavage between Metternich and Castlereagh by insisting on the general Congress of Troppan before he would
give his support to Austrian intervention in Naples.
At Laybach the next year Metternich prevailed over
Alexande~

in both the Italian and Near Eastern Questions.

Alexander however, soon broke.away from this influence.

At Verona, any action of the Powers was nullified by
·-

Richelieu' a

indep~ndent

French policy.

All that Metter--

nich could do was to rubber stamp French intervention.
With Verona, the greatest attempt at a European Areopagus
failed.

When the Near Eastern Question became foremost

in European politics, Metternich had almost no influence

at all.

Every effort of.Metternich's to preserve peace

failed.

The 1830 revolutions instead of dealing an

effective blow to Metternich's international prestige as the legend would have - served really to rehabilitate
his power.

. Russia became friendly and the result was

tnat Metternich

tre~

his isolation became a leading member

of the "new holJft Alliance, in which Czar Nicholas
Upon Anc1llon 1 s death in

played the leading role.

1837, Metternich lost his

i~fluence

upon

~russia

and

Frederick William IV who crone to. the throne in ltj4Q
.

.

forsook Austria entirely, Orea.king up t~~c "new holy" group.
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In- 1846 there· waB· a~i~e ~n·

France·_,

bri;ef.;ren_ewa~

w.h~!l th~e · l3.._- t~er:

of- IiJle~ternich 1 S· pres-

broke

vvi~!i Englan~- o~~

the. Spanish :m~rria~e quest ion_, but the· Fe~rua:iy revolu- ·
tio$

destroyed the Austro-French Entente.
In Germany
:Metternich was
freest of
.
.

al~

al though

he was always contrained to follow in general the

of the Emperor.

theo~ies

In· Germany he hi-d his greatest individ-

ual influence, and there after 1819 b,e. used his influence
against Liberalism.

He· was not the only one who belteved
.
~

~

~

in re:pre.ssion, to be sure, and many of the repressory
acts, emanated from Prussia.

In Italy he hd no share in

the Go'\B rnment of Lombardy-Venetia.

limited yo
P~pal

Ita~ian ~iplornac_s.

States

~efeated

His influence was

. Sardinia, Tuscany'· and the

on occasion after occasion his

cherished pJa ns.
In-Austrian internal-politics-h e had-no direct

r.a. rt.,

As long as Francis lived he ruled Aurtr:icL as he

pleased •. Upon his death, Metternich was toosuccessfully

fo~

reforms.

~ld

to fight

One historian says: "Metternich

first established his system in Austria ancl then fourrl
the Concert of .Europe the means of
uarts of the Continent."

ext~ndi~

How false!

i:i:ct ternichian system i~ :A1:1~t:ria ,

in

it. to other

There was no

There v1as no -period of

continued Metternichian dominance of Eurone.

His
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i~fluenc.e

was confined to Germany and to uart of Italy.

In Germany it lasted prima.ri. ly from 1820 to 1834,when
Prussia through le r Zollverein gradually assumed lead.ership.
Judged realistically in: comr.arison with his contempIDraries,
.

li'.L~

.

ternich was herely one of tl:e figures

of ari epoch of extreme Conservatism.
as s_ignificant roles but of

morter

J3ernstorff arrl Ancillon ( 1832-37)
re~re~sive

Other men played
duration • . Hardenbr~,

were as fond of

measures as himself, if not more

so~

Gneisenau

described Ancillon as "ein Hofpfaffe und Hofschranzen
zugleich"..
J!::ct ternich..

:Hesselrode in Prussia served a longer time than
If an era were to be jv.dged on the basis of

tin18 Hessel:code would a,t least have a claim.
Richelieu in France was like Metternich in his

ideas and Villele was essentially-a moderate.
was a rn.an of the- jus.te milieu;

Guizot

Thiers ·was more removed

from the ideas of JJI.et t erni ch •...
Castlereagh was a men bl; r of

t::e Go"'e rmant which.

passed the six acts ?-ft er the Peterloo massacres - measures
analogous to the Carlsbad decrees.

Canning who-denounced

IJietternich' s monarchical foreign policies was hilnse1f a

Tory and an opponent of

J>arl-iamentor~ ...,reform.

breathed a Russian air,

mistr1:.J.ste~1..... Austria 11

"Palmerston

and added

soJething of his ovrn to. Cm nings- ave;r;.sion to. what Gueclala

describes as Ji!Letternich' s

"ultragorn ab.solutism 11 • Palmerston,

too lived in a glass house while he was throwing
stones at

M~

ternich.

- JJiany leade:rs considered, Europe unfit for-,

Democraby.

·Hegel vras a-

conservative and Cnning like

Metternich was an admirer of Burke.

Gri;Ll.P.~g;er

in

Austria welcomed the Revolution of 1830 but deplored that
of 1848.

Thomas Jefferson declared the Democracy \Vas

imnossible in E~rope~ Metternich, an aristocrat, knew
life only from the salon and walked in the graces of .
privilege.

If progress is to 1ID

measured by approaching

equality, he would have sought another definition.
llil:etternich lived in a perial .of transition and he
could .not abm don mi vi lege and position for principle.
would lv:i.ve 1:e en greater had he lived earlier.
was a tragedy.

He

His life

Its, climax was early and the conclusion

vms long ,drawn out.;

The grandeur of the days 1ID fore

1Rl5 disappear and the Chancellor appears only a small
figure magnified by the pompous scenery in which he
moved.

When the critical historian removes the scenery,

the position, the princiules and the legendary superstition,
there is little noble or great to behold.

He was the

plain :Mr. Smith who fled to England in a washerwoman' s
cart - and a special edition of a London Newspaper
described the event.
"The last beam of the oJd sys tern has given way;
or, to si.1eak more respectfully of so experienced a statesman,
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prince.Metternich has

re

en compelled to retire from a

contest which he can no longer wage with the world, or eren
vri th the public opinion of the pacific inhabitants of
Lovve r Au.stria .............................. .
"Indeed, whilst ·the changes and perils of the most
extraordinary half-century in the history of mankind
have rolled to and fro upon

t~e

snectacle of that old man, whose

tides of time, the
r~ign

commenced ·when our

fathers were still young men, seated in immutable
t

decrepitude at his wonted seat, seemed the sole remaining
thing of an age that is past, and was itself the empire
in the

~/es

oldest

mini~ter

of a younger race.

That, too, is gone -- the

of the oldest court has been driven from

even the cabinet ·of Austria rrius t be renewed • • •
After forty years of this unlimited sway he leaves an
office

empire by so much in arrear of the rest of Europe imnoverished in its finances - divided in its provinces and not obscurely threatened in its most imnortant
possess ion_s ••••••••••••••• "
(The Times, Ivionday, :March 21,1848.
First leader.)
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